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by 
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Doctor of Philosophy in Biology  
University of California, Los Angles, 2019  
Professor Peter Nicholas Nonacs, Chair 
 
The coevolution between hosts and their endosymbionts (organisms that live only in the 
host’s body and cells), has dramatically shaped the history of life. Symbiotic relationships can 
range from mutualism to parasitism, as observed in the diverse relationships between arthropod 
hosts and obligately intracellular α-proteobacterium from the genus, Wolbachia. Wolbachia 
bacteria may infect as many as 70% of all insect species where it primarily exhibits reproductive 
parasitism, thereby inducing female-biased sex ratios to favor its own maternal transmission. In 
addition to altering host physiology, Wolbachia has been proposed as a pest control and means of 
mitigating disease vectoring. Despite its abundance and promising applications, the effects of 
Wolbachia on the development, reproduction, and defensive biology of eusocial insects have 
remained elusive.  
 iii 
In chapter 1, I explore how horizontal gene migration from endosymbionts to host nuclei 
may be biased to resolve intergenomic conflicts of interest in favor of the host. This genomic 
reorganization may help explain why many horizontally transferred Wolbachia genes have 
become non-functional and why genome reduction is greater in mutualistic strains compared to 
parasitic strains. Chapter 2 investigates an unexplored relationship between Wolbachia and leaf-
cutter ants and potential mechanisms of Wolbachia transfer across host species. The results 
suggest not all ant-associated Wolbachia strains have the same genetic potential for horizontal 
transmission. In Chapter 3, I use whole genome sequencing and stage-specific RNA-sequencing 
to delve deeper into the genomic mechanisms of Wolbachia interactions across host ant 
developmental stages. Rather than rely on a single process or pathway, this symbiosis likely 
relies on a symphony of complex interactions that fluctuate over the development of the host. 
Genome and transcriptome analyses provide a foundation for future research exploring the 
functional basis and developmental gene expression dynamics for this widespread endosymbiont 
infecting a dominant tropical herbivore.  
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Certainty versus stochasticity: cell replication biases
DNA movement from endosymbionts and
organelles into nuclei
Peter Nonacs and Sarah J. Tolley
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California Los Angeles,
Los Angeles, California, USA
ABSTRACT
Background: Endosymbiotic bacteria such as Wolbachia spend their entire life histories
within other organisms’ cells. This close proximity of endosymbiont and host genomes allows
for transfers of DNA between them. Such events are observed to be strongly biased, however,
with overall DNA migration from cytoplasmic elements to host nuclei.
Question: Are DNA transfers from cytoplasmic to nuclear genomes more likely to be retained
than those in the opposite direction based on how mitotic and meiotic cell division disperses
nuclear and cytoplasmic DNA to daughter cells?
Mathematical model: Simulations track the survival of individual DNA intergenomic
transfers in populations across 100 non-overlapping generations. Reproduction is separately
modelled as either asexual in a haploid species or sexual in a diploid species.
Key assumptions: Transfers can either have no effect or increase chances of host reproduction
by up to 20%. The distribution of genomes into offspring is stochastic (i.e. a given modified
genome is as likely to be transmitted as an unmodified one).
Conclusions: Even when DNA transfers are equally bidirectional, transfers into host nuclei
are retained more often than ones into cytoplasmic genomes. Consequently, biased migration
has potential consequences for life-history evolution, whereby genes that exchange locations
also switch ‘sides’ for intergenomic conflict. Thus, biased migration of genes is a long-term
evolutionary process favouring host interests over that of their endosymbionts and organelles.
Keywords: endosymbiont, horizontal gene transfer, intergenomic conflict, mitochondria,
Wolbachia.
INTRODUCTION
Obligate endosymbionts are organisms whose entire life history is played out within the
cells of other species. Hence the fate of an endosymbiont is inextricably entwined with that
of its host. If the host fails to survive or reproduce, the endosymbiont suffers the same
Correspondence: P. Nonacs, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California Los
Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA. e-mail: pnonacs@biology.ucla.edu
Consult the copyright statement on the inside front cover for non-commercial copying policies.
Evolutionary Ecology Research, 2014, 16: 195–202
© 2014 Peter Nonacs
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catastrophic loss in fitness. This connection limits the degree to which any endosymbiont
can exploit its host without causing its own extinction. Nevertheless, endosymbionts
and hosts can experience a range of conflicting evolutionary interests (Burt and Trivers, 2006).
Conflict can arise because host genomes are always transmitted during cell division, while
endosymbiont genomes may not be. For example, sperm cells contain replicated host
germ line DNA, but endosymbionts are usually absent. Hence males could be valued very
differently from the perspective of DNA in nuclei versus DNA in the cytoplasm. One way
such a potential conflict could be minimized or eliminated is through horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) across genomes. If the same genes are found in both locations, there would
be no intergenomic conflict between the two sets of DNA.
Although conflict resolution should equally favour HGT in both directions, the over-
whelming majority of reported DNA movement is from endosymbiont to host. Prokaryotic
DNA has been found in numerous eukaryotes (reviewed in Dunning Hotopp, 2011), but with only a
couple of known instances of the reverse (e.g. Woolfit et al., 2009; Duplouy et al., 2013). This biased
migration of genetic material occurs not only in parasitic bacteria such as Wolbachia (Saridaki
and Bourtzis, 2010), but also in the evolution of mitochondrial and chloroplast organelles.
Mitochondria have lost genes to their host’s nuclei with little to no migration in the opposite
direction (Adams and Palmer, 2003; Brandvain and Wade, 2009). For yeast, Berg and Kurland (2000)
estimate approximately one transfer per 105 generations from mitochondria to nuclei and
less than one transfer per 1010 generations in the opposite direction.
Biased migration could result from the greater certainty of vertical transmission for
nuclear DNA over cytoplasmic DNA during cell division. Consider a haploid cell with an
endosymbiont population. Any DNA transfer into the nuclear chromosome would there-
after be represented in all daughter cells. In contrast, a transfer into a single cytoplasmic
element would not be represented in all daughters because cell division tends to distribute
cytoplasmic elements randomly (Burt and Trivers, 2006). In a stable population (i.e. only one
daughter cell, on average, survives), HGTs into endosymbionts risk being stochastically
eliminated in every generation. In diploid species, cytoplasmic HGTs face an added 50%
mortality factor as they are almost always only maternally transmitted. For endosymbionts
or organelles, any transfer located in a male body has no evolutionary future. This means
that even if the likelihood of DNA transfers and fitness benefits are all equal across
gene location, there could still be an apparent evolutionarily bias towards DNA moving
from cytoplasm to nucleus due to the dynamics of cell division. We estimate by simulation
these combined effects of stochasticity in transmission and sexual reproduction in terms of
producing biased migration.
MODEL
Simulated populations are 100 ‘hosts’, imagined as either single-celled organisms (the
asexual ‘haploid’ condition) or gamete-producing cells within multicellular organisms
(the sexual ‘diploid’ condition). Each host is infected with 100 endosymbionts with equal
fitness effects. The endosymbiont’s effect on its host’s fitness could be neutral, positive (as
in the case of Buchnera in aphids), or negative (as in many infections by Wolbachia). The
model does not differentiate between these alternative evolutionary relationships. Instead,
we concentrate on the relative change in host fitness due to genetic lateral transfer. This can
be viewed as negative infections becoming less harmful because transferred genes are less
effective at manipulating hosts, or that a positive mutualism is proportionally enhanced.
Nonacs and Tolley196
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Simulations start with one lateral transfer of genetic material within one host, into
either one nuclear chromosome or one genome of one endosymbiont in the within-cell
population. Simulations can run up to 100 non-overlapping generations (i.e. the population
at t + 1 is the offspring of the population at time t), or until the transfer is lost from the
population, with no additional transfers occurring during this period. Every combination is
replicated 20,000 times.
Transfer events can be fitness-neutral in terms of the endosymbiont’s effect on its host’s
relative likelihood of producing offspring. This is analogous to transferring non-coding
DNA, non-functional genes, or genes whose fitness consequences are unaffected by
location. Alternatively, transfer events can be fitness-positive, generating a 10–20% greater
likelihood of reproducing relative to unmodified individuals. This is analogous to
functional genes being better expressed in their new location. Fitness-positive effects are
not dosage-dependent: one modified endosymbiont produces equal benefit as do several,
and homozygotes and heterozygotes are equally fit in diploids.
In the haploid condition, 100 randomly chosen hosts divide into two cells with one cell
randomly selected to survive to the next generation. Haploid chromosomes containing
transfers are passed to both daughter cells. For endosymbionts, populations within
hosts first replicate. Each extant endosymbiont makes one identical copy. These doubled
populations are randomly divided across daughter cells. Therefore, stochastic distribution
may result in daughter cells not having the same number of modified endosymbionts as
parents. The model assumes that host reproductive success is not influenced by the number
of endosymbionts, as seen in a commensal relationship. Clearly, if endosymbionts had
positive or negative effects, then number per cell would be an important variable, but
endosymbiont load is a separate evolutionary process from lateral transfer effects. We do
not, therefore, consider it in this model.
In the diploid condition, 100 hosts are randomly chosen as mothers and randomly mated
to another host from the population. One randomly chosen chromosome from each parent
is assigned to a single offspring. Thus, offspring could gain modified nuclear chromosomes
from either or both parents. For the endosymbiont population, however, offspring receive
endosymbionts only from their mother. To simulate meiosis, two cell divisions produce
the single, functional egg cell and three evolutionarily dead-end polar bodies. The endo-
symbiont population replicates as in the haploid case prior to each cell division. Thus,
modified endosymbionts can pass into future generations only if they are segregated into
eggs.
By chance, some hosts will be selected to produce more than one offspring (particularly if
they contain a fitness-positive transfer), and others will not be selected. Therefore, transfers
can be lost from populations in several ways: (1) all modified hosts fail to reproduce;
(2) with diploidy, modified chromosomes are lost through stochasticity in meiosis; (3) all
modified endosymbionts are lost through stochasticity inherent to mitotic or meiotic cell
division.
RESULTS
Fitness-positive transfers (10% added benefit) are more likely to be retained across 100
generations than fitness-neutral ones, and transfers to nuclei are more likely to survive
than transfers to endosymbionts (Fig. 1). Sexual reproduction increases this asymmetry
in survival probabilities of transfers, because unlike nuclear inheritance, any transfer into an
Certainty versus stochasticity 197
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endosymbiont is transmissible only if it occurred in a female. With a fitness increase of 10%
(Fig. 1a) or a neutral effect (Fig. 1b), both asexual (haploid) and sexual (diploid) modified
chromosomes are considerably more likely than modified endosymbionts to survive. The
same qualitative difference across nuclear and cytoplasmic locations remains when the
positive effect is doubled to 20%. Modified chromosomes survive in 31.1% and 31.0% cases
for asexual and sexual reproduction, respectively. Transfers into endosymbionts survive
6.7% of the time with asexual reproduction and 4.3% with sexual reproduction.
Under positive selection host ploidy has no effect on transfer survival, but under neutral
conditions haploid transfers are maintained slightly more often because genetic drift is
stronger in the smaller chromosome population.
Transfers are most often lost when rare and susceptible to stochasticity in reproduction
(i.e. early in simulations: Fig. 1). If not quickly lost, fitness-positive transfers spread and
most individuals in populations are carriers after 100 generations (Fig. 2a: for a 10%
positive benefit). Conversely, fitness-neutral transfers must spread through drift, becoming
common in relatively few populations (Fig. 2b).
DISCUSSION
Simulations of DNA transfers between endosymbiont and host genomes show that the
dynamics of cell replication and division can create a bias for retaining modifications
in nuclei over cytoplasmic elements. Horizontal gene transfers (HGTs) into haploid
chromosomes of asexually reproducing hosts transmit with certainty into all daughter cells,
but a modified cytoplasmic element would be found in only one daughter. The difference is
further exaggerated with diploidy and sexual reproduction because both sexes contribute
genetic material to their offspring’s nuclei, but only mothers pass on endosymbionts. This
would create a migration bias of overall movement of DNA flowing from endosymbionts to
hosts. This bias is present both when transfers are fitness-enhancing (e.g. functional genes)
or without significant fitness consequences (e.g. mobile genetic elements or pseudogenes).
The results may even underestimate the bias in migration for positive transfer events
by assuming dosage independence for endosymbionts. One modified endosymbiont in a
population of 100 may have considerably less effect than one modified nuclear chromosome
in a population of one or two.
Gene migration extrapolated over evolutionary time could make endosymbiont ‘bodies’
redundant and subject to elimination [possibly evidenced in a currently uninfected
mosquito and filarial nematodes species, but with Wolbachia genes in their genomes
(Klasson et al., 2009; McNulty et al., 2010)]. Ioannidis et al. (2013) estimate that over 10% of a Wolbachia
genome has moved into its nematode host’s DNA, and that the entire Wolbachia genome is
potentially transferable. In contrast to the movement of DNA into nuclei, simulated HGTs
into endosymbionts had less than a 0.1% chance of being retained unless the transfer
increased overall host reproductive fitness.
The mechanics of cell division are an addition to the proposed factors for biases in
accumulation. For instance, endosymbionts and organelles can replicate and recycle
numerous times before cell division, meaning newly incorporated DNA can be lost due
to stochastic processes (Berg and Kurland, 2000), and that pools of ‘escaped genes’ available for
transfer are likely dominated by non-nuclear sources (Adams and Palmer, 2003). Alternatively, bias
in DNA distribution could reflect selection after transfer. Endosymbionts and organelles
still need to compete for within-cell resources for replication, leading to strong selection to
Nonacs and Tolley198
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excise non-beneficial transfers to streamline genomes (Kurland, 1992). Also, if mutation rates
differ between nuclear and non-nuclear DNA, replicated genes could mutate to non-viable
or deleterious versions more often in organelles and endosymbionts (Berg and Kurland, 2000;
Brandvain and Wade, 2009). Purifying selection, genetic drift, and replicative efficiency would then
favour their loss from cytoplasmic genomes. This is a horizontal ratchet where reacquisition
of lost genes is unlikely, and DNA therefore amasses in nuclei (Doolittle, 1998).
Biases created through cell division do additionally predict evolutionary outcomes that
specifically correlate to transmission mode effects on HGT survival. First, HGTs are more
prevalent in asexual plants than outbred species (Brandvain et al., 2007). Second, the movement of
DNA from endosymbionts into hosts accelerates when the endosymbiont switches from a
facultative to an obligate life history. This increased movement occurs even though obligate
organisms have 4–5 times fewer mobile DNA elements in their genomes (Toft and Andersson,
Fig. 1. Number of populations having at least one individual with a modified genome over time. All
simulations begin with one transfer event in one individual and numbers denote how many popula-
tions (from 20,000) have such individuals after 100 generations. (a) Transfer events increase fitness of
affected individuals by 10%. (b) Transfers are selectively neutral. Hosts are diploid, reproducing
sexually and meiotically (S) or haploid, reproducing asexually and mitotically (A).
Certainty versus stochasticity 199
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2010). In both cases, a key difference in the compared groups is the increased certainty with
which an HGT would be inherited by offspring when in the nuclear genome.
The biased migration model is consistent with the aforementioned examples, but un-
explained patterns of gene movement remain. For example, HGTs into hosts of functioning
genes from primary or obligate mutualists such as Buchnera and Tremblaya appear to
happen much less often than similar HGTs from secondary or facultative endosymbionts,
such as Wolbachia, which often negatively affect host reproduction (Nikoh et al., 2010; Husnik et al.,
2013; Ioannidis et al., 2013). Perhaps because in mutualistic relationships endosymbionts are often
segregated into special cells (e.g. bacteriocytes), this creates both isolation from germ cells
and reduced transmission stochasticity (McCutcheon and Moran, 2012).
Fig. 2. Mean percentages of individuals having modified genomes in populations where modified
genomes are still present. (a) Transfer events increase fitness of affected individuals by 10%. (b)
Transfers are selectively neutral. Hosts are diploid, reproducing sexually and meiotically (S) or hap-
loid, reproducing asexually and mitotically (A).
Nonacs and Tolley200
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Although endosymbionts and their hosts have a mutual interest for successful host repro-
duction, they can be in severe conflict over the details (Burt and Trivers, 2006). If we analogize
them as potentially competing ‘teams’, then gene migration is like trading a player. Consider
a Wolbachia gene that creates a female-biased sex ratio because, as a maternally inherited
element, males are evolutionary dead-ends. If that gene is transferred horizontally, its exist-
ing effect would become instantaneously deleterious, because from its new vantage point
being in males would be of great selective advantage. Interestingly, such changes in fitness
objectives may help explain why many Wolbachia HGTs are genes that were or have become
non-functional (Ioannidis et al., 2013) and why genome reduction is greater in mutualistic
Wolbachia strains than in those that manipulate host sex ratios (Toft and Andersson, 2010). Overall,
the long-term evolutionary diffusion of DNA from cytoplasmic to nuclear genomes could
alter the balance of power in intergenomic conflict and resolve conflicts of interests
in favour of the hosts. Many species of ants, for example, are infected with Wolbachia,
but exhibit no colony-level deleterious effects or sex ratio irregularities (Russell, 2012).
Furthermore, in many species of filarial nematodes, Wolbachia is an obligate mutualist,
such that uninfected nematodes cannot survive (McNulty et al., 2010). The degree to which the
evolution of mutualistic and beneficial endosymbiotic relationships is a consequence of
genomic reorganization is ripe for further exploration.
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and What Can We Learn?
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2 Centre for Social Evolution, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
While strict vertical transmission insures the durability of intracellular symbioses,
phylogenetic incongruences between hosts and endosymbionts suggest horizontal
transmission must also occur. These horizontal acquisitions can have important
implications for the biology of the host. Wolbachia is one of the most ecologically
successful prokaryotes in arthropods, infecting an estimated 50–70% of all insect
species. Much of this success is likely due to the fact that, in arthropods, Wolbachia
is notorious for manipulating host reproduction to favor transmission through the
female germline. However, its natural potential for horizontal transmission remains poorly
understood. Here we evaluate the fundamental prerequisites for successful horizontal
transfer, including necessary environmental conditions, genetic potential of bacterial
strains, and means of mediating transfers. Furthermore, we revisit the relatedness of
Wolbachia strains infecting the Panamanian leaf-cutting ant, Acromyrmex echinatior,
and its inquiline social parasite, Acromyrmex insinuator, and compare our results to
a study published more than 15 years ago by Van Borm et al. (2003). The results
of this pilot study prompt us to reevaluate previous notions that obligate social
parasitism reliably facilitates horizontal transfer and suggest that not allWolbachia strains
associated with ants have the same genetic potential for horizontal transmission.
Keywords: symbiosis, fungus-growing ants, horizontal transmission, social interactions,Wolbachia
INTRODUCTION
Wolbachia pipientis is a maternally inherited a-proteobacterium widely found in arthropods
(Werren et al., 2008). Wolbachia exhibits reproductive parasitism in most arthropod species by
manipulating the reproductive physiology of hosts and inducing female-biased sex ratios via one
of four mechanisms: cytoplasmic incompatibility, feminization of genetic males, male-killing, or
enforcing parthenogenesis (for reviews see Stouthamer et al., 1999; Werren et al., 2008). Although
transmission within species is strictly vertical, Wolbachia phylogenies rarely correspond to host
phylogenies, suggesting horizontal transmission (HT) also occurs (Zhou et al., 1998; Vavre et al.,
1999; Raychoudhury et al., 2009; Stahlhut et al., 2010; Ahmed et al., 2013).
Horizontal transmission of intracellular bacterial symbionts require intimate tissue-level
interaction between current and future hosts; predator–prey and host–parasitoid relationships have
therefore been proposed to explain observed HT events (e.g., Heath et al., 1999; Noda et al., 2001;
Yang et al., 2013; Carvalho et al., 2014; Ahmed et al., 2015; Mascarenhas et al., 2016). Ants are the
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only lineage of social Hymenoptera where permanent social
parasites, closely related to their host, commonly invade mature
colonies (Boomsma et al., 2014). As ants are perennial, intimate
inquiline cohabitation where social parasites live with hosts
across generations o ers ample opportunities for HT. This
idea was first explored in Acromyrmex echinatior colonies,
which are considered closed systems for endosymbionts since
workers are highly aggressive toward non-nestmates (Larsen
et al., 2014). Colonies can, however, be infiltrated by socially
parasiticAcromyrmex insinuator queens, which invade and adopt
the host colony odor (Lambardi et al., 2007; Nehring et al.,
2015). Van Borm et al. (2003) first suggested that HT events
occur between Wolbachia endosymbionts of A. echinatior and
A. insinuator based on shared bacterial genotypes between
cohabiting ant species. Later research suggested the same for
Solenopsis daguerrei, a social parasite of S. saevissima (Dedeine
et al., 2005; Martins et al., 2012) and for another fungus-growing
ant, Sericomyrmex amabilis, and its social parasiteMegalomyrmex
symmetochus (Adams et al., 2013; Liberti et al., 2015).
In this perspective, we summarize research that has
investigated Wolbachia HT events in ants, examine limitations
of methods and study systems used, and propose future research.
We also partially repeat one of the first field studies (Van
Borm et al., 2003) characterizing Wolbachia endosymbionts
of two fungus-growing ant species: the leaf-cutting ant,
A. echinatior, and its social parasite, A. insinuator. Our pilot
results, originating from a single A. echinatior colony parasitized
by three A. insinuator queens, only partially confirmed these
earlier findings. This highlights the importance of re-evaluating
past and current methods and redirecting future e orts to
include whole genome sequencing (WGS) data, which could
increase the resolution of phylogenetic relationships and reveal
pioneering insights into the genes and mechanisms that allow
Wolbachia to jump to new hosts.
METHODS
A single A. echinatior queen and three parasitic A. insinuator
queens cohabiting a mature colony (Ae724; collected in Gamboa,
Panama, May 2015) were isolated in separate sterile petri dishes
(similar to Stürup et al., 2014). After a 36-h period, ca. 40 eggs
were collected from each queen and stored at  20 C. DNA was
extracted using the DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen) and a 603 bp
region of theWolbachia surface protein (wsp) was amplified using
81F/691R primers (Braig et al., 1998) and PCR conditions as
described in Baldo et al. (2006b). PCR products were purified
using the Invitek PCR purification kit, cloned using the TOPO
TA cloning kit (Invitrogen, United States), and 24 colonies from
each cloning were sent for Sanger sequencing (MWG, Germany).
We checked chromatographs and removed primer sequences
using Geneious (v. 9.0.4). Trimmed sequences (MG547478-
MG547559) were queried against the non-redundant NCBI
database to compile the top 100 hits. All sequences were aligned
with ClustalW, sites with gaps were removed and sequences that
could not align to the entire 426 bp reduced alignment were
removed. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic trees with 1,000
bootstrap iterations and the TVM+G model (jmodeltest v2.1.7)
were run in Garli version 2.01.1067 (Zwickl, 2006). A consensus
tree was configured in Geneious v9 (Kearse et al., 2012), and
one representative wsp sequence from the same host species
(>99%) was picked. The tree was further modified in FigTree
v1.4.3 (Rambaut, 2016). As described in Baldo et al. (2006b),
the strain profiles for each wsp sequence from this study was
identified based on four conserved hypervariable regions (HVR)
(Supplementary Tables S1, S2). Since eggs were pooled for
sampling, coinfecting strains present in each species may not
occupy the same individuals.
RESULTS
Van Borm et al. (2003) originally characterized nine Wolbachia
infections: two strains in A. echinatior, four in Acromyrmex
octospinosus, and three in their social parasite, A. insinuator.
Some strains were specific to Acromyrmex ant species (A1
and B2), while others were present across multiple species
(B1 and Bcons). Considering this earlier study was conducted
>15 years ago, we reconstructed the phylogenetic relationships of
previously identified wsp sequences (Van Borm et al., 2003), wsp
sequences generated in our pilot study (from one host and three
cohabiting parasitic queens), and closely related wsp sequences
available on NCBI from other arthropod hosts (Figure 1). Using
similar methods as Van Borm et al. (2003) (with the exception
of extracting DNA from eggs rather than gynes), we identified
three wsp genotypes named HVR1-3 (Supplementary Tables
S1, S2). While HVR-1 was the dominant A. echinatior strain
in our study (Supplementary Figure S1), it was not identified
in the previous study. HVR-2 was identical (>99%) to strain
B1 (AF472563; Van Borm study). We identified HVR-2 in both
A. insinuator and A. echinatior while Van Borm et al. (2003)
found HVR-2 only in A. insinuator and a closely related but not
identical strain (Bcons) in A. echinatior. HVR-2 has also been
found in A. octospinosus (Van Borm et al., 2003; Andersen et al.,
2012). HVR-3 was identical (>99%) to strain B2 (AF472560; Van
Borm study) and, as before, was only found in A. insinuator.
Two strains identified before (AF472558-9) were not found
in the colony we analyzed. The Van Borm study suggested
multiple HT events occurred for Acromyrmex ants to acquire
theirWolbachia, as evidenced by their findings showing distantly
related Wolbachia strains shared by closely related Acromyrmex
hosts and the reverse, closely related Wolbachia present in
distantly related host species. Our results were consistent with the
Van Borm study where wsp sequences from Acromyrmex hosts
were most similar to those from distantly related Solenopsis fire
ant hosts. Our new phylogeny also revealed additional ant hosts
harboring closely related wsp sequences. HVR-2 seemed the most
cosmopolitan strain in ant hosts as it is present in at least nine ant
genera (Figure 1).
DISCUSSION
HT events are believed to have largely contributed to the
Wolbachia pandemic, where an estimated 50–70% of all insect
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FIGURE 1 | Consensus tree for Wolbachia strains based on the wsp gene. Strains are represented by the infected arthropod host species with which they are
associated. Host names based on sequences generated in the current study are colored red and those from previous studies on ant species are colored blue
(Neotropical species in dark blue, two others in light blue). Sequences from Wolbachia strains associated with non-ant hosts are presented in black font and
bootstrap support is shown at each node. In total, 24 unique Wolbachia sequences from ant hosts and 112 sequences from non-ant arthropod hosts were
downloaded from GenBank and used in this phylogenetic analysis. Numbers next to species names represent genetically distinct strains harbored in the same
species. Information about the HVR barcoding is given next to each of the Wolbachia strains identified in our study using circles, diamonds, and triangles (legend
bottom right), for details see Supplementary Tables S1, S2. Since HVR barcoding was only analyzed for the 83 wsp sequences from the four Acromyrmex queens
used in this study, only the representative strains from our study in red font are given a corresponding HVR type. Strains matching the Van Borm et al. (2003) isolates,
B2 and B1, are labeled here as Acromyrmex insinuator 4 and 5. The majority of BLAST hits clustering with the A. echinatior and A. insinuator sequences generated
in this study are Wolbachia strains from Neotropical New World ant species. The only BLAST hits from ant hosts that are not Neotropical New World ant species
were phylogenetically isolated (light blue species; Formicoxenus provancheri, occurring in North America, and Anochetus grandidieri, a species endemic to
Madagascar). The asterisk at the top left of the figure marks the HVR-2 strain that is widespread among mainly ants, but also other insect hosts in the Americas.
species are infected (Werren et al., 2008; Saridaki and Bourtzis,
2010; Weinert et al., 2015). High frequency of phylogenetic
incongruences between hosts and Wolbachia strains (as seen
in Figure 2) suggests HT events are relatively common on
an evolutionary time scale despite the fact that they are
di cult to predict and observe in nature. The results of our
pilot experiment support the hypothesis that HT has occurred
between A. echinatior and its social parasite, A. insinuator,
originally proposed by Van Borm et al. (2003). As in the
Van Borm study, we found distantly related Wolbachia strains
occupying the same host (HVR-2 and -3 in A. insinuator)
as well as identical strains occupying distantly related hosts
(HVR-2; Figures 1, 2). Although social parasitism should
provide ample opportunity for HT, our results suggest some
strains, like HVR-2, may be better equipped to “jump” between
hosts. Although much about HT remains unknown, minimum
conditions must be fulfilled for HT to occur: (1) there
must be suitable environmental conditions (in the new host
as well as the medium/environment the bacteria transitions
through), (2) the bacterial strain must have the genetic potential
for transfer, and (3) there must be a mechanism that will
mediate the HT event.
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FIGURE 2 | Compilation of previous literature including ant phylogenies, Wolbachia infections, strain typing, and known connections between social parasitism and
shared Wolbachia strains. The ant phylogeny on the left was constructed using data from Moreau et al. (2006), Schultz and Brady (2008), and Branstetter et al.
(2017). Ant subfamilies are presented on the left of the phylogeny with colored backgrounds separating them. Colored circles with small case letters on the right of
the ant phylogeny connect ant hosts suspected to carry similar Wolbachia strains based on previous phylogenies using the wsp gene (blue) or MLST typing (green).
Letters in the circles indicate the published source where authors built phylogenies that showed potentially common Wolbachia strains in different host ant species:
a: (Dedeine et al., 2005); b–j: (Frost et al., 2010); k: (Liberti et al., 2015); l1: (Ramalho et al., 2017); m–q: (Rey et al., 2013); h, l2, r–v: (Russell et al., 2009); w:
(Fernando de Souza et al., 2009); x: (Tsutsui et al., 2003; Reuter et al., 2005); y: (this study); z: (Van Borm et al., 2003); 1, 2: (Viljakainen et al., 2008). Each letter
circle occupying the same column represents a set of highly similar Wolbachia strains defined as belonging to the same clade (or a potentially common identical
strain) according to the corresponding source publication. Circle order is alphabetical and distances between circles are not indicative of the genetic similarity of
strains. Therefore, some heavily sampled genera, such as Pheidole, may have the same strain represented in more than one publication in which different ant genera
were analyzed. The black dashed lines in the rightmost column connect known instances of social parasitism between ants based on previous literature (see text for
details). Black dashed lines that start and end in the same genus highlight that Solenopsis and Acromyrmex have social parasites within their genera and they share
identical Wolbachia strains with them (Van Borm et al., 2003; Dedeine et al., 2005; Martins et al., 2012; our study). The light gray dashed line connecting Labidus
and Cyphomyrmex highlight an almost identical shared Wolbachia strain (differing only by 1 bp; Figure 1). However, there is no data suggesting Labidus predates
Cyphomyrmex colonies.
Part 1: Wolbachia Genetic Potential
Wolbachia can be artificially transferred across insect genera
in the lab (e.g., Zabalou et al., 2004; Ho mann et al., 2011)
and following transfers, adaptations to new hosts may rapidly
occur (McMeniman et al., 2008). This ability to invade new
hosts is consistent with the identification of genetically similar
strains in taxonomically unrelated hosts (e.g., Heath et al.,
1999; Raychoudhury et al., 2009). Wolbachia is obligately
intracellular yet is capable of surviving extracellularly for
several months before reinvading new cells and establishing a
stable infection (Rasgon et al., 2006). Although mechanisms
of natural HT remain elusive, Wolbachia has demonstrated
the ability to successfully “jump” across cells, cross somatic
tissues, and reach reproductive organs (Frydman et al., 2006;
White et al., 2017). Successful transfers may be attributed to the
bacterium’s ability to adapt to new environments. This could
be accomplished by recombination, likely mediated by inactive
bacteriophages introducing “exotic genes,” resulting in gene gains
and diversification of the bacterium’s genome (Wu et al., 2004;
Klasson et al., 2009; Vos and Didelot, 2009; Ellegaard et al., 2013).
Indeed, the Wolbachia genome has a high number of repetitive
elements and ankyrins, mostly introduced by bacteriophages
(Ishmael et al., 2009; Kent and Bordenstein, 2010; Leclercq et al.,
2011; Siozios et al., 2013). While the function of these gene
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gains has not been fully deciphered, genomic comparisons with
a mutualistic strain infecting nematode hosts, wBm (Foster et al.,
2005), suggest they play a role in the bacterium’s ability to induce
reproductive phenotypes in arthropods.
Considering the significant genomic di erences and tissue
tropisms between Wolbachia strains, we expect not all strains
have the same potential for transmission. For example, while
Wolbachia is typically localized in the reproductive tract (e.g.,
wMel, wSty), there are some B-group strains that colonize
somatic (non-reproductive) tissues (e.g.,wNo,wMa; Veneti et al.,
2004). As expected, not all strains can survive a transfer or
induce reproductive phenotypes necessary to facilitate its spread
in new host populations (Zabalou et al., 2008; Veneti et al.,
2012). Phylogenetic comparisons usingwsp sequences (Van Borm
et al., 2003; Figure 1) also suggest that one of the strains in
Acromyrmex (HVR-2) may have a greater propensity for HT
than HVR-1 and HVR-3. HVR-2 is not only common across the
Panamanian Acromyrmex species (A. echinatior, A. insinuator,
A. octospinosus), where it has been identified as wSinvictaB
(Andersen et al., 2012), but also in ant hosts across four
subfamilies (Figure 1). In contrast, HVR-1 and HVR-3 appear
specific to their respective host species and are far more dominant
in those hosts than the shared HVR-2 (Supplementary Figure
S1). This distribution suggests that HVR-1 and HVR-3 are
better adapted to their respective host species while HVR-2 is
a generalist capable of infecting hosts with diverse life histories.
Interestingly, HVR-2 (wSinvictaB) appears to be dominant in
A. octospinosus (Andersen et al., 2012), but occurs as either a
single or double infection with the rare and sparse wSinvictaA
(Andersen et al., 2012).
Part 2: Potential Transmission Routes in
Ants
Ant sociality o ers ample opportunities for Wolbachia transfer
across hosts and may be especially favorable for species
prone to interspecific social interactions or with less restrictive
tissue tropisms. For example, fungus-growing ants are a host
where Wolbachia has uncommon tissue tropism; it is present
extracellularly in the gut lumen and may reach high titers
in the hemolymph (Andersen et al., 2012; Frost et al., 2014;
Sapountzis et al., 2015). A common resource, such as a fungal
garden, may thus facilitate HT of Wolbachia strains between
cohabiting A. echinatior and A. insinuator, as the ants deposit
their feces in the fungus, feed on it, and cover their brood
with it (which also feeds on the fungus). Similarly, an identical
Wolbachia strain has been found between a workerless social
parasite, S. daguerrei, and its host ant species S. invicta (Dedeine
et al., 2005). However, a shared Wolbachia strain was not
found between M. symmetochus social mercenaries and its host,
S. amabilis, suggesting cohabitation does not always result in HT
(Liberti et al., 2015).
Inquilinemites may also have the capacity to vectorWolbachia
between attine species cohabiting the same nest or foraging on the
same plants. However, mites in Acromyrmex nests appear to be
saprophytic, not parasitic (Peralta and Martínez, 2013), making
this alternative transmission route unlikely. Parasitic phorid flies
could also serve as a common vector between all three ant species
(Brown and Feener, 1998; Fernández-Marín et al., 2006; Pérez-
Ortega et al., 2010; Guillade and Folgarait, 2015), however, so far
there is no data suggesting they have contributed to HT events
(Dedeine et al., 2005).
Independent of being intra- or extra-cellular symbionts, HT
may also be mediated by predators such as Neivamyrmex, a
genus of army ant known to raid nests of fungus-growing
ants and consume their brood (Lapolla et al., 2002; Powell
and Clark, 2004). Army ant taxa (subfamilies Aenictinae,
Dorylinae, and Ecitoninae) are often infected with Wolbachia
and thus o er exciting opportunities for studying potential
HT (Figure 2). HVR-2 is distributed across species from the
subfamilies Myrmicinae (Acromyrmex and Sericomyrmex) and
Ecitoninae (Neivamyrmex; Figures 1, 2). Similarly, an identical
Wolbachia strain is shared between Cyphomyrmex and army ants
of the genus Labidus (subfamily Ecitoninae; Figure 1), however,
there is no known data confirming whether these army ants
attack fungus-growing ants (Figure 2).
Part 3: Genomic Data and Sampling
Power Limitations
Wolbachia strain typing has relied on several di erent genes,
one of them being the 16S rDNA gene used when performing
targeted sequencing (e.g., Kautz et al., 2013; Ramalho et al., 2017).
This method is not appropriate to build phylogenies as the 16s
gene is highly conserved and cannot distinguish closely related
Wolbachia strains (Andersen et al., 2012). The wsp gene has also
been used extensively for Wolbachia characterization because
its rapid sequence evolution enables di erentiation between
closely related strains and it contains four HVRs useful in
solidifying strain identification (Baldo et al., 2006b). However, the
relatively short sequence length (<600 bp), high recombination
rate (Baldo et al., 2005) and, in some arthropod hosts, strong
positive selection (Jiggins et al., 2002), make wsp suboptimal for
constructing phylogenies. Nevertheless, the wsp gene remains a
useful “quick and dirty” approach to distinguish phylogenetic
relationships of Wolbachia strains and is, in most cases, the
only sequence available to build phylogenies. Due to these
limitations, multilocus sequence typing (MLST) was introduced,
which uses concatenated alignments of five housekeeping genes
(Baldo et al., 2006a; Bordenstein et al., 2009). However, due to
frequent recombination, WGS is the only accurate method to
infer phylogenetic relationships (Bleidorn and Gerth, 2018).
A particular challenge to studying the evolutionary
relationships of Wolbachia in arthropods is that hosts are
frequently infected with multiple strains (Hiroki et al., 2004;
Mouton et al., 2004; Frost et al., 2010; Andersen et al., 2012;
Zhao et al., 2013), making even MLST and WGS approaches
exceedingly challenging. Acromyrmex ants are one such example
as they almost always contain multiple strains (Van Borm et al.,
2003; Andersen et al., 2012) and we do not yet have Wolbachia
genome data.Wsp typing has confirmed distinct, species-specific
Wolbachia strains for A. echinatior (HVR-1) and A. insinuator
(HVR-3) as well as a shared strain between the two species and
A. octospinosus (HVR-2; Van Borm et al., 2003; Andersen et al.,
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2012). Di erences from this study and Van Borm et al. (2003)
could mean strains are transient or that diversity is greater
than what is currently known. On the other hand, di erences
may be related to limited ant colony sampling. Many ant
species have wide geographic distributions (e.g., Linepithema,
Monomorium, Solenopsis, Atta, and Acromyrmex genera) and
show significant di erences in infections among colonies and
geographic locations (e.g., Reuter et al., 2005; Frost et al., 2010;
Martins et al., 2012; Zhukova et al., 2017). Thus, despite previous
e orts to illustrate Wolbachia HT events, success has been
limited because we have only characterized small subpopulations
and because Wolbachia may be evolving and spreading to new
hosts faster than we currently study it.
Part 4: Implications for Future Research
Although limited, existing data suggests Wolbachia associated
with ants are uniquely shaped by the ant microenvironment and
have occasionally taken advantage of opportunities o ered by
the hosts’ wide range of social interactions to “jump” to other
ant species or genera. Comparisons between the widespread
HVR-2 and less common strains, HVR-1 and -3, o er an
exciting opportunity for future research because these strains
(i) have di erent specificity to ant hosts (frequencies, infection
levels), and (ii) have strikingly di erent distributions across
phylogenetically distant ant hosts (although this may be driven
by under-sampling). This suggests HVR-2 may have acquired (or
lost) a set of genes that have facilitated its “ecological success.”
Future genomic comparisons may allow us to answer important
questions about Wolbachia evolution and HT including, why
strains like HVR-2 have greater ecological success (spread), and
what genes and mechanisms are associated with the ability to
spread successfully across distantly related host species.
The most reliable Wolbachia phylogenies have been built
using WGS data (Klasson et al., 2009; Ellegaard et al., 2013;
Gerth et al., 2014; Gerth and Bleidorn, 2016). These phylogenies
have resolved important gaps in our knowledge of Wolbachia
origin and supergroup diversification as they are typically built
using conserved orthologs una ected by recombination, which
would render topologies invalid (Gerth et al., 2014; Gerth and
Bleidorn, 2016). Further mapping of Wolbachia diversity on
host ant trees and more genomic data, particularly involving
ants not hailing from the Americas, will be required to assess
biogeography patterns, such as whether there are specialized
Wolbachia lineages infecting New World ants (Russell et al.,
2009; Frost et al., 2010). The existence of major consortia
like the GAGA project1, which aims to sequence and perform
comparative bacterial genomics for 200 ant genomes, shows
tremendous promise for furthering knowledge of Wolbachia
associations with a broader taxonomic host range. Comparative
genomics (e.g., identification of selection signatures in genes) can
shed light onto genetic prerequisites for HT. Besides advancing
phylogenomic and comparative genomic approaches, WGS can
provide insight into HTmechanisms for future functional studies
(similar to Frydman et al., 2006; White et al., 2017) allowing us to
pinpoint specificWolbachia genes to relevant phenotypes.
1http://antgenomics.dk/
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FIGURE S1 | Relative proportion of HVR types 1–3 across Acromyrmex queen
eggs. Pie chart showing the relative proportion of eggs sequenced from queens in
this study with each HVR type, as described in Supplementary Table S1. The
legend lists the HVR reference number used in this study followed by parentheses
including the name of identical strains and the host species harboring those
strains as described by Van Borm et al. (2003). Although closely related, the
asterisk indicates that the strain Bcons was not a perfect match to HVR-2 from
our study, unlike strain B1 (present in A. insinuator and A. octospinosus) which
was identical to HVR-2.
TABLE S1 | Top BLAST matches and corresponding HVR type for A. echinatior
and A. insinuator wsp sequences generated in this study. Summary of HVR typing
results from Supplementary Table S2 and additional wsp characterizations from
the A. echinatior host queen (HQ) and the three parasitic A. insinuator (PQ)
queens. From left to right: queen ant used to collect egg DNA samples for this
study, host species and accession numbers for the top BLAST hits matching
respective Wolbachia sequences, the geographic origin of NCBI samples of other
ants, the average % match identity in BLAST, the number of sequences that
returned these hits, HVR (hypervariable region) typing according to Baldo et al.
(2006b) used in this study, and the percentage of sequences from each queen
with respective HVR types. HVR typing is based on the four hypervariable regions
of the wsp gene which are comprised of relatively conserved amino acid motifs
used to identify recombination points, allowing discrimination between closely
related Wolbachia strains, comparable to the use of antigens for serotyping
pathogenic bacteria (Baldo et al., 2006b). The four HVRs occupy consecutive
conserved regions of the wsp gene and the combination of all four HVR
haplotypes make up its WSP profile. All A. echinatior and A. insinuator sequences
were classified by their four HVRs using the PubMLST database2 (best match to
existing sequences in the database), which revealed three distinct wsp genotypes,
here referred to as HVR 1-3. Color coding for the HVR types matches those
2https://pubmlst.org/wolbachia/
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shown in Figure 1, except for one case where sequences were chimeras (type
21-38-69-37/21-21-25-37) of HVR-1 and HVR-2. As identified in other strains,
recombination was localized in the HVRs, which suggests the two A. echinatior
sequences are true chimeras rather than sequencing errors
(Andersen et al., 2012).
TABLE S2 | Individual sequence information and alignment to HVR reference
sequences. From left to right: colony of origin, accession numbers for sequences
from this study, host species and accession numbers for the top BLAST hits
matching respective Wolbachia sequences, % identity to BLAST match, closest
match to sequences in pubMLST database (Baldo et al., 2006b) for wsp
(nucleotide query), HVR1-4 (amino acid query) with sequence differences listed
below. Colors coordinate with HVR types 1–3 used in Figure 1. Asterisks
indicate sequences that differed in HVR reference number relative to other
strains in the same HVR type (1–3) classified in this study. The three sequences
with asterisks only exhibited a 1–3 bp difference from other sequences
in their respective HVR characterization (types 1–3) and were thus
included in analyses.
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FIGURE S1.  Relative proportion of HVR types 1–3 across Acromyrmex queen eggs. Pie chart 
showing the relative proportion of eggs sequenced from queens in this study with each HVR 
type, as described in Supplementary Table S1. The legend lists the HVR reference number used 
in this study followed by parentheses including the name of identical strains and the host species 
harboring those strains as described by Van Borm et al. (2003). Although closely related, the 
asterisk indicates that the strain Bcons was not a perfect match to HVR-2 from our study, unlike 
strain B1 (present in A. insinuator and A. octospinosus) which was identical to HVR-2. 
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Queen  Most Closely Related Hosts  
Accession 
Numbers 
Geographic 
Origin  
Average 
% 
Identity  
# of 
Sequences   
HVR 
Type  
HVR 
Reference 
# (This 
Study)  
% of 
Sequences 
with HVR 
Type  
A. 
echinatior 
Megalomyrmex 
wallacei LC027874 Costa Rica  99.0% 15 
37-38-
69-37 1 71.43% 
Sericomyrmex 
sp. & 
Neivamyrmex 
nigrescens   
LC027866 
& 
KC137187 
Panama, 
Mexico 99.5% 6 
21-21-
25-21 2 28.57% 
Solenopsis 
invicta & 
Linepithema 
humile  
HM747152 
& 
AY446990 
Brazil  99.2% 2 
21-38-
69-37 / 
21-21-
25-37 
N/A  NOT Included  
A. 
insinuator  
1 
Megalomyrmex 
wallacei LC027874 Costa Rica  98.5% 2 
37-38-
69-37 1 11% 
Sericomyrmex 
sp. & 
Neivamyrmex 
nigrescens   
LC027866 
& 
KC137187 
Panama, 
Mexico 99.7% 4 
21-21-
25-21 2 33.33% 
Wasmannia 
auropunctata 
& Solenopsis 
invicta  
JX499066 
& 
DQ842483 
French 
Guiana, 
Brazil  
99.5% 2 
Acromyrmex 
insinuator & 
Solenopsis 
invicta  
AF472560 
& 
HM747159 
Panama, 
Brazil  99.7% 10 
21-40-
42-39 3 55.56% 
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TABLE S1.  Top BLAST matches and corresponding HVR type for A. echinatior and A. 
insinuator wsp sequences generated in this study. Summary of HVR typing results 
from Supplementary Table S2 and additional wsp characterizations from the A. echinatior host 
queen (HQ) and the three parasitic A. insinuator (PQ) queens. From left to right: queen ant used 
to collect egg DNA samples for this study, host species and accession numbers for the top 
BLAST hits matching respective Wolbachia sequences, the geographic origin of NCBI samples 
of other ants, the average % match identity in BLAST, the number of sequences that returned 
these hits, HVR (hypervariable region) typing according to Baldo et al. (2006b) used in this 
study, and the percentage of sequences from each queen with respective HVR types. HVR typing 
is based on the four hypervariable regions of the wsp gene which are comprised of relatively 
conserved amino acid motifs used to identify recombination points, allowing discrimination 
between closely related Wolbachia strains, comparable to the use of antigens for serotyping 
pathogenic bacteria (Baldo et al., 2006b). The four HVRs occupy consecutive conserved regions 
of the wsp gene and the combination of all four HVR haplotypes make up its WSP profile. All A. 
echinatior and A. insinuator sequences were classified by their four HVRs using the PubMLST 
database2 (best match to existing sequences in the database), which revealed three 
distinct wsp genotypes, here referred to as HVR 1-3. Color coding for the HVR types matches 
those shown in Figure 1, except for one case where sequences were chimeras (type 21-38-69-
37/21-21-25-37) of HVR-1 and HVR-2. As identified in other strains, recombination was 
localized in the HVRs, which suggests the two A. echinatior sequences are true chimeras rather 
than sequencing errors (Andersen et al., 2012). 
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Queen	
Accession	
# Top	3	BLAST	Hits	
Accession	
#
%	
Identical	
pubMLST	
database
wsp 	typing	
(nucleotide	query)	
HVR1	
(amino	
query)	
HVR2	
(amino	
query)
HVR3	
(amino	
query)
HVR4	
(amino	
query)
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99.4 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99.4
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99.4
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99.4 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99.4
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99.4
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99.4 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99.4
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99.4
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99.2 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99.2
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99.2
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99.1 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99.1
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99.1
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 98.9 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 98.9
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 98.9
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99.1 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99.1
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99.1
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 98.8 Closest	match: 58 30* 38 69 21*
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 98.8
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 98.8
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99.2 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 21*
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99.2
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99.2
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027874 98.3 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027873 98.3
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027872 98.3
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027874 98.7 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027873 98.7
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027872 98.7
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027874 98.9 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027873 98.9
Megalomyrmex	wallacei	 LC027872 98.9
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 99.2 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 99.2
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 99.2
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747152 98.9 Closest	match: 58 21 38 69 37
InvB	(Linepithema	humile)	AY446990 98.7
InvB	(Linepithema	humile)	AY446989 98.7
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 100 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 100
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 100
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027866 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027865 99.8
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.8
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027866 99 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027865 99
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027866 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027865 99.8
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.8
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027866 99.2 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027865 99.2
MG547498
MG547478
MG547481
Differences: 317C	→T 30K	→R
Differences:
31G→A,	143G→A,	
114T→G,	317C→T 11G→S 15S→K 30K	→R
Differences: 317C	→T 30K	→R
MG547483
MG547497
Differences: 317C→T 30K	→R
Differences: 7G→A,	317C→T 3V→I 30K→RMG547489
MG547499
Differences: 317C→T,378T→C 30K→R
Differences: 317C→T 30K	→R
MG547487
MG547494
Differences: 317C→T 30K→R
Differences: 91T→C,317C→T 31Y→H 30K→RMG547490
MG547492
Differences: 317C→T,	467C→A 30K→R 19A-V
Differences:
42T→G,	317C→T,	
452T→C,	467C→A 30K→R
MG547491
MG547495
Differences:
85T→C,135A→C,	
317C→T 29F	→L 30K	→R
Differences: 29F→S
2D→G,	
12S→L 30K→RMG547486
MG547480
Differences: 317C→T 30K→R
Differences: 135A→C,317C→T 30K→R
MG547482
MG547479
Differences:
Differences:
7G→A,	
20C→A,28A→G,42T→
G,	105C→T,	317C→T 30K→RMG547493
MG547500
12S→L
Differences: 143G→A,144T→G 15S→K
A.	echinatior	
Differences:
41A→G,	270T→C,	
358A→G 14K→R 39K→E
Differences:MG547485
MG547488
Differences:
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Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.2
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027866 99.4 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp. LC027865 99.4
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.4
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747152 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 37
InvB	(Linepithema	humile)	AY446990 99.6
InvB	(Linepithema	humile)	AY446989 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 100 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 100
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 100
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 100 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 100
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 100
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.4 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.3
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.3
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.6 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.6
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 99.6
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 100 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 100
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 100
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.8
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 99.8
Wasmannia	auropunctata	JX499066 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Solenopsis	invicta	 DQ842483 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747152 99.8
Wasmannia	auropunctata JX499066 99.2 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Solenopsis	invicta	 DQ842483 99.2
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747152 99.1
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.2 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.2
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 99.2
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 98.5 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 98.5
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 98.5
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027874 98.5 Closest	match: 58 37 38 69 37
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027873 98.5
Megalomyrmex	wallacei LC027872 98.5
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Differences: 16A→G,113T→C 6I→V 5V→AMG547496
MG547484
A.	echinatior	
Differences:
41A→G,	270T→C,	
358A→G 14K→R 39K→EMG547488
Differences: 134C	→T 12S→LMG547503
MG547507
Differences: 452C→T,467A→C
Differences: 131A→T 11Y→FMG547514
MG547506
Differences:
Differences:MG547508
MG547504
Differences:
Differences:MG547518
MG547505
Differences:
Differences: 127C→G 10L→VMG547513
MG547515
Differences: 131A→T 11Y→F
Differences: 261A→GMG547517
MG547511
Differences: 413T→C 8F→S
MG547501
MG547509
Differences:
A.	insinuator	1
Differences:
135A→C,	137A→C,	
322A→G 13Q→P 27K→E
Differences:
133T→C,	135A→C,	
366T→C 12S→PMG547512
MG547502
Differences: 261A→G	
Differences:
MG547529
Differences:
28A→G,	135A→C,	
166A→G,	204T→C,	
317C→T 10T→A 23T→A 30K	→R
Differences:
28A→G,	90T→C,	
166A→G,	204T→C,	
317C→T 10T→A 23T→A 30K→RMG547510
MG547516
Differences:
A.	insinuator	2
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Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 100 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 100
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 100
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.3 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.3
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.2
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 100 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 100
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 100
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 JQ425789	 99.3
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.4
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2	 AF472560 99.2 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.1
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.1
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.8
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.8
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.6 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.6
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.6
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.8
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.8
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.6 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.6
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.6
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.6 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.6
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens	 KC137187 99.6
Wasmannia	auropunctata JX499066 99.4 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Solenopsis	invicta	 DQ842483 99.4
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747152 99.3
Wasmannia	auropunctata JX499066 99.6 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Solenopsis	invicta	 DQ842483 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747152 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
MG547531 Differences: 214T→C 39Y→H
MG547519
MG547530
Differences:
Differences: 107T→A 3I→NMG547535
MG547538
Differences: 127C→G 10L→V
Differences:
MG547537
MG547524
Differences: 78T→C,	127C→G 10L→VMG547533
Differences:
Differences:
MG547527
MG547523
Differences:
Differences: 348A→G,	444A→GMG547532
MG547526
Differences:
127C→G,	135A→G,	
320A→G 10L→V 29K→R
Differences: 69A→G 23I→M
MG547521
MG547536
Differences: 135A→C	
Differences:MG547520
MG547534
69A→G 23I→M
Differences:
Differences: 243A→G	MG547522
MG547539
A.	insinuator	2
Differences: 135A→C,	137A→C 13Q→P
Differences: 60A→GMG547525
MG547528
Differences:
Differences:MG547552
MG547550
Differences:
MG547555
Differences:
A.	insinuator	3
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Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 100 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 100
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 100
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 100 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 100
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 100
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.8 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.8
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.3 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.3
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.2
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.6 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.6
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.4 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.3
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.3
Acromyrmex	insinuator	2 AF472560 99.2 Closest	match: 59 21 40 42 39
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747159 99.1
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747156 99.1
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.6 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.6
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 99.6
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.8
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 99.8
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 100 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 100
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 100
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.8 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.8
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 99.8
Wasmannia	auropunctata	JX499066 99.6 Closest	match: 28 21 21 25 21
Solenopsis	invicta	 DQ842483 99.6
Solenopsis	invicta	 HM747152 99.6
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027866 99.6 Closest	match: 28 21 21 261* 21
Sericomyrmex	sp.	 LC027865 99.6
Neivamyrmex	nigrescens KC137187 99.6
Differences: 401G→A 4G→DMG547555
MG547541
Differences:MG547556
MG547548
Differences:
Differences:MG547559
MG547549
Differences: 243T→C	
Differences:MG547546
MG547547
Differences:
Differences: 186A→G	MG547545
MG547540
Differences: 36A→G,	270T→C	
MG547551
MG547553
Differences: 30A→T	
A.	insinuator	3
Differences:
Differences: 135A→C	MG547543
MG547554
Differences:
15T→C,	127C→G,	
241C→T 10L→V 3P→S
Differences:
MG547544
MG547558
Differences:
Differences:MG547557
MG547542
Differences: 329A-T,	377A-G
29Q-L,	
30K-R
Differences: 441T→441C	
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TABLE S2. Individual sequence information and alignment to HVR reference sequences. From 
left to right: colony of origin, accession numbers for sequences from this study, host species and 
accession numbers for the top BLAST hits matching respective Wolbachia sequences, % identity 
to BLAST match, closest match to sequences in pubMLST database (Baldo et al., 2006b) 
for wsp(nucleotide query), HVR1-4 (amino acid query) with sequence differences listed below. 
Colors coordinate with HVR types 1–3 used in Figure 1. Asterisks indicate sequences that 
differed in HVR reference number relative to other strains in the same HVR type (1–3) classified 
in this study. The three sequences with asterisks only exhibited a 1–3 bp difference from other 
sequences in their respective HVR characterization (types 1–3) and were thus included in 
analyses. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
DEFINING WOLBACHIA SYMBIOSIS IN  
LEAF-CUTTER ANTS BY COMPARATIVE GENOMICS  
AND DYNAMIC STAGE-SPECIFIC GENE EXPRESSION  
  
 29 
Introduction  
Microbial symbionts have a profound effect on the ecology and evolution of their hosts 
with interactions spanning the continuum between mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism 
(Bordenstein et al., 2009; Engelstädter et al., 2009; Werren et al., 2008). Such variation in 
symbiotic relationships can be observed in interactions between eukaryotic hosts and 
intracellular α-proteobacteria from the genus Wolbachia, which include obligate mutualism in 
nematodes (Comandatore et al., 2015) and reproductive parasitism in many arthropods. In 
addition to altering host biology, these symbiotic relationships have potential applications in pest 
control (Bourtzis, 2008) and reduced disease transmission (e.g. introduction of CI-inducing 
Wolbachia in populations of A. aegypti to reduce vectoring of the dengue virus; Walker et al., 
2011). Wolbachia is the most widespread endosymbiotic bacterium on Earth (Werren et al., 
2008) yet despite its abundance and promising applications, much of Wolbachia’s evolutionary 
history remains to be described (Gerth & Bleidorn 2016). In particular, although the phenotypic 
effects of Wolbachia infection has been clarified across several groups of solitary arthropods 
(LePage et al., 2017), much less progress has been made in understanding how Wolbachia 
influences the development, reproduction, and defensive biology of eusocial insects, which 
consist of over 12,000 species including several invasive pests (Andersen et al., 2012; Russell, 
2012).  
 Efforts to pinpoint Wolbachia genes that play essential roles in mediating host interaction 
and maintaining their infection status have been impeded by the unculturable nature of this 
bacterium in a free-living environment. As a result, comparative genomic methods and genome-
wide expression profiling are used to identify candidate microbial genes involved in host-
symbiont interactions. For example, despite significant genome reductions, arthropod Wolbachia 
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strains have a surprisingly high number of ANK genes accounting for up to 43 genes or 3% of 
the total genes in strains wMel, wPip, and wRi (Klasson et al., 2008; Klasson et al., 2009; Sinha, 
2019; Wu et al., 2004). This contrasts with the genomes of closely related α-Proteobacteria like 
Rickettsia and Ehrlichia, which typically only harbor one to three ANK genes (Andersson et al., 
1998). Interestingly, these genes have been demonstrated to suppress host innate immunity, 
regulate transcription, inhibit host cell apoptosis, and reduce reactive oxygen species (Liu et al., 
2012; Rikihisa and Lin, 2010). Similarly, genomic comparisons with other Wolbachia strains 
have resulted in the notion that the nature of Wolbachia-host relationships largely depends on 
how Wolbachia and host cells interact across iron-dependent pathways (Brownlie et al., 2009; 
Gill et al., 2014; Kremer et al., 2009). For instance, Wolbachia-infected Drosophila 
melanogaster was shown to have increased fecundity relative to uninfected females when reared 
on either iron-enriched or -reduced diets (Brownlie et al., 2009). Additionally, studies of the 
wasp host, Asobara tabida, reveal Wolbachia infection may regulate iron homeostasis to limit 
oxidative stress and cell death thereby ensuring its own persistence in the cell (Kremer et al., 
2009).  
 Here, we present the draft genomes of two Wolbachia strains isolated from fungus-
growing ants (Hymenoptera: Formicidae), a common host family that until now has been 
excluded from phylogenetic analyses. We also report the dynamics of gene expression across 
different life cycle stages of the leaf-cutter ant host, Acromyrmex echinatior, in an effort to 
identify microbial genes potentially involved in host-symbiont interactions. Our results provide 
insight into the mechanisms of host interaction across developmental stages and provide a 
foundation for future research exploring the functional basis of ant-associated Wolbachia 
symbiosis.  
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Materials and Methods  
Rearing and handling of ant colonies   
Apterostigma dentigerum and Acromyrmex echinatior colonies were collected in 
Gamboa, Panama and maintained in a rearing room at ca. 25˚C and 70% relative humidity under 
a 12:12 h photoperiod at the Centre for Social Evolution (University of Copenhagen, Denmark). 
Lab colonies used in this study had been kept in laboratory conditions for at least 2 years on a 
diet of privet leaves and rice.  
 
DNA extraction, bacterial isolation and multiple displacement amplification (MDA) 
Sequencing libraries were created by extracting DNA from A. echinatior eggs and A. 
dentigerum testes and fat bodies. For A. echinatior, a single queen from colony Ae280 was 
isolated in a petri dish with a small piece of fungus (cleared of all previously laid eggs to ensure 
they were not produced by workers) for 48 hours, after which approximately 50 eggs were 
collected. A. echinatior is infected with two Wolbachia strains, however in eggs, only the 
wSinvictaB strain can be detected (Andersen et al., 2012). As such, eggs were used for 
sequencing to isolate this established dominant strain and the existence of only one strain was 
verified after genome sequencing. In contrast, A. dentigerum has a single Wolbachia infection, 
which was isolated by dissecting the fat body tissues of 25 workers and testes from 30 males 
from colony RMMA150520-03. Fat bodies were selected because they have been identified as 
having high titers of Wolbachia (Frost et al., 2014).   
Prior to the experiments, all A. echinatior eggs were placed in a small sieve and surface 
sterilized by submerging in 70% ethanol for 1 minute, rinsing twice in autoclaved Milli Q water, 
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submerging in 50% bleach for 2 minutes, and again rinsing twice more in autoclaved Milli Q 
water.  Similarly, A. dentigerum workers and males were anesthetized and surfaced sterilized 
following the same protocol. These ants were then dissected under a stereomicroscope and the 
fat body cells and testes were removed. A. echinatior eggs and A. dentigerum fat bodies and 
testes were treated as separate samples following the same bacterial isolation protocol.   
For the bacterial isolations we used a previously described protocol with a few 
modifications (Iturbe-Ormaetxe et al., 2011). After surface sterilization and dissection, samples 
were immediately transferred under a laminar flow hood into a sterile 15mL glass homogenizer 
(Wheaton) on ice along with 1000µL of cold SPG buffer (218 mM sucrose, 3.8 mM KH2PO4, 
7.2 mM K2HPO4, 4.9 mM l-glutamate, pH 7.2). Using a glass pestle, we disrupted the tissue on 
ice and immediately transferred tissue into a new 1.5ml Eppendorf tube. Both samples were 
centrifuged at (4˚C) for 15 minutes at 3,200 rfc. The supernatant was transferred to a new 1.5 mL 
microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged again with the same settings. The supernatant was 
subsequently filtered through a 5 µm (Acrodisc) and then a 2.7 µm (Whatman) syringe filter and 
transferred to a new 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged for 20 minutes at 18,000 rfc 
and 4˚C. The supernatant was discarded and the pellets were re-eluted in 5ul of SPG buffer. 
Approximately 1ul was used for Multiple Displacement Amplification (MDA) to amplify whole 
genomic DNA using the Qiagen REPLI-g Midi Kit following the manufacturer’s instructions.  
The template and a dilution of the amplified DNA were amplified using the universal 16S 
rRNA primers 515F and 806R (Caporaso et al., 2011) as previously described (Sapountzis et al., 
2015), purified using an Invitek PCR purification kit (PCRapace) and sent to MWG (Germany) 
for Sanger sequencing. As a precaution for environmental contamination, when we performed 
the MDA, we also used a blank reaction with sterile MilliQ water as template which produced no 
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16S rRNA PCR-product. After confirming that the 16S rRNA amplified was coming from 
Wolbachia and the chromatograms had no apparent signs of other bacterial 16S rDNA 
sequences, the MDA-amplified DNA was purified using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit 
(Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. For both samples, the extracted DNA was 
quantified using a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop) and subsequently was sent to seqIT (Germany) 
where libraries were generated using the Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina, 
USA) from 100-200 ng of DNA. Miseq sequencing was performed at 2 × 250-bp read length and 
generated approximately 3.000.000 reads per sample. For the PacBio sequencing approximately 
5 ug of purified Wolbachia DNA was used as input for SMRTbell library construction using 
SMRTbell Template Prep Kit 1.0 (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA). Mean library 
size was approximately 12 kbp. Each library was sequenced on 1 SMRT cell using the PacBio 
RSII platform (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) at the University of Washington 
PacBio Sequencing Services (Seattle, WA, USA). Movies were collected using the P6-C4 
chemistry with a movie length of 240 minutes.  
 
Assembly, annotation and quality control  
Quality-control of the reads were performed with FastQC (Andrews, 2010). For the 
Illumina reads the Nextera adaptors were removed from the fastq files using Trim Galore 
(Babraham Institute), and the quality of reads was checked again with FastQC. We used the 
SPAdes Genome Assembler (version 3.5.0) to generate a de novo hybrid (illumina and pacBio 
reads) assembly using the “--careful” option which reduces the number of mismatches and short 
indels and runs MismatchCorrector with kmer sizes of 21, 33, 55 and 77. Following the assembly 
we used the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) to map the reads to the assembled contigs. The 
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SAM file generated was further analyzed using SAMTOOLS and converted to a BAM file which 
was viewed using the Bamviewer v1.2.11 (Carver et al., 2010; Carver et al., 2012). Errors in the 
assembled contigs were further checked using the Reapr v1.0.18 software (Hunt et al., 2013). 
Assembled contigs that had less than 2x coverage or smaller than 250bp were removed. We 
performed a blastx search in all 6 codon frames using the above contigs as queries against the 
Uniref50 database and examined the best blast hits (>1e-10, >30%). Contigs that gave hits to ant 
genomes were removed.  
For each assembly, genes for each contig were predicted with MAKER using the 
prokaryotic default settings with a few modifications. In short, Genemark S was trained using the 
assembled contigs and we also run ab-initio prediction programs on the unmasked sequences. 
We assigned functional categories by performing BLAST v2.2.28+ searches against the 
SwissProt database and using a standalone version of InterproScan v-5.17-56.0 with Pfam 
categories.  
To assign genes Clusters of Orthologous Gene annotations we downloaded the bactNOG 
database v4.5 (page accessed April 2016), which we used to compare the predicted proteins with 
HMMER v3.1.b1. To identify and compare metabolic pathways we used the KAAS tool (Moriya 
et al. 2007) provided by the KEGG database (Kanehisa and Goto 2000; Kanehisa et al. 2010) 
using the BLAST algorithm and single best hit (SBH) with default settings.   
 
Phylogenetic analysis  
For phylogenetic reconstruction we used the available genome sequenced strains present 
in the Ensembl database and used in two previous phylogenetic analyses (Comandatore et al., 
2013; Gerth et al., 2014; Table S1). Using the orthofinder software with default settings we 
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identified the single-copy orthologs in the following Wolbachia strains: WolAcro1, wAdent, 
wUni, wGlos, wMel, wMelpop, wRi, wHa, wNferru, wNeluco, wNpanzer, wNflava, wAlbB, wNo, 
wTricho, wVitB, wPel, wJhb, wBm, wCimex, wOncho. For each of the 269 genes identified we 
created a nucleotide alignment using muscle, which we examined with the PHITEST. 
Alignments that showed signs of recombination either with the PHITEST or the MaxChi method 
were excluded. The remaining 92 alignments were examined using the Xia method for saturation 
and 1 more alignment was excluded. For the remaining 92 genes we created a concatenated 
alignment using amas v0.98 (Borowiec, 2015) which was filtered using the gblocks server. An 
amino acid alignment using the same genes was also created.  The nucleotide alignment was 
tested using jmodeltest and the protein alignment was tested using ProtTest v3.4 (Abascal et al., 
2005). The GTR+I+G or the HIVw model was used for phylogenetic analyses (Jones et al., 
1992; Le and Gascuel, 2008). Phylogenetic relationships were constructed using the PhyML 
software using 10,000 bootstrap replicates (Guindon et al., 2010). The final tree was further 
processed using FigTree v1.4.2 (Rambaut, 2016). For the Bayesian phylogenetic analyses, the 
same alignments were used and for the nucleotide alignment the GTR+I+G model was used with 
4 heated and 1 cold chain and the program was run for 1.000.000 generations using a sampling 
frequency of 1000. Afterwards, the standard deviation was checked (it approached 0) as well as 
the effective sample size (ESS) using the sump command (where we verified that ESS was 
>100). We followed a similar approach for the amino acid alignment. This analysis differed in 
that we did not specify a model but instead using ‘aamodelpr=mixed’ which averages over 
models.  
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Recombination detection and positive selection analyses on orthologs of Wolbachia supergroup 
A  
We performed all comparisons based on the phylogenetic reconstruction and selected a 
set of 16 most closely related Wolbachia strains belonging to supergroups A (wMel, wMelpop, 
wRi, wHa, wUni, wGlos, wNpanzer, wNflava, wNleuco, wNferru) and B (wPel, wJhb, wVitB, 
wGmm, wNo, wAlbB) to compare with WolAcro1 and wAdent strains for signatures of positive 
selection. To identify single-copy orthologs among the above strains we used the Orthofinder 
software (Emms and Kelly 2015).  
These searches identified a dataset of 747 CDS which we extracted. For each gene we 
constructed an amino acid sequence using muscle v3.6. The nucleotide sequences and the amino 
acid alignment were used to construct a codon alignment using the pal2nal software (Suyama et 
al., 2006). Each codon alignment was checked for stop codons and misalignments manually. We 
examined all alignments for recombination using the RDP4 software (maxchisq) which revealed 
approximately 2/3 (3/4) of all CDS were subject to recombination, a percentage similar to what 
has been reported before (Klasson et al., 2009).   
For the positive selection analyses, we used the branch and branch-site REL tests (Yang 
and Nielsen 2002; Zhang et al. 2005) implemented in the ete toolkit (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2016). 
In brief, each codon alignment as well as the tree constructed using the concatenated alignment 
in the current study (Figure 1), were used as inputs. The following models were run for each set 
of genes: site models bsA and bsA1, b_free and b_neut, b_free and M0 for each of foreground 
strains (WolAcro1 and wAdent). A likelihood ratio test was used to compare each pair of models 
and the significance cutoff was set at 1/3,470 (the reciprocal of the number of genes tested).   
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Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) and quantitative (qPCR) PCR for selected genes 
Four A. echinatior colonies were selected for RNA extractions: Ae480, Ae332, Ae331, 
and Ae280. Colonies were maintained at the Centre for Social Evolution as described above. 
From each colony, three individuals from each developmental stage were pooled per sample for 
a total of 3-5 replicates per colony from worker, brown pupae, white pupae, larvae, and male 
sample types and for 2 replicates per colony for alate samples. In total, 90 samples were analyzed 
across all four colonies. Individuals were picked from the colony, immediately frozen with liquid 
N2, crushed with a plastic mortar and pestle in Qiazol and placed in a tissue lyser with glass 
beads for 5 minutes at 50Hz. Approximately 15% of the lysate was set aside for later DNA 
extraction using the Qiagen DNeasy extraction protocol. Chloroform was added to the remaining 
85% of the lysate followed by differential centrifugation (12,000 x g for 15 min at 4˚C) in which 
only the top aqueous layer was recovered and used for subsequent RNA extraction using a 
RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Germany). Approximately 500 ng of total RNA was treated with RQ1 
RNase-free DNase I (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI) and reverse transcribed using an 
iScript RT kit (Bio-Rad) to obtain first-strand cDNA. As a negative control, DNase-treated RNA 
was examined alongside cDNA samples by PCR (denaturation for 30 s at 95˚C followed by 35 
cycles of 15 s at 95˚C and 25 s at 65˚C and a 5-min final extension at 65˚C) and PCR products 
were visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel. Primers targeting riboflavin genes were designed in 
Geneious (v. 9.0.4; Table S2). PCR amplification was performed for each primer pair using the 
same template cDNA and the above settings and the product was purified with the MinElute 
PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). The purified DNA concentration was measured with a Qubit 4 
Fluorometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) and used to calculate the serial dilutions to create 
standard curves for each primer pair. RT-PCR reactions were made using SYBR Premix Ex Taq 
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(Takara) and run in triplicate on a Roche LightCycler 480 system, following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. 
 
Sample collection, RNA isolation, library preparation, and sequencing    
Three A. echinatior colonies were collected in Gamboa, Panama. Samples were sorted 
and flash frozen in RNAlater at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute. RNA was extracted 
using the RNAiso Plus extraction protocol (Takara) followed by RNA cleanup using the RNeasy 
MinElute Cleanup Kit (Qiagen) at the Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology 
in Tsukuba, Japan. For extraction, samples included three females from each developmental 
stage (larva, white pupa, brown pupa, worker) with three biological replicates each for a total of 
12 samples. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) depletion was performed using the Ribo-Zero Gold rRNA 
Removal Kit (Illumina). Libraries were prepared following the TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation 
Guide (Illumina). RNA quality was assessed using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and 
concentrations were quantified using the qPCR library quantification protocol (KAPA 
biosystems). Libraries were multiplexed and sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq2500 platform 
(Chemical Dojin, Japan) with 150bp paired-end reads.   
 
RNA sequencing alignment and differential expression analysis   
Read quality was assessed using FastQC (Andrews, 2010) and adaptors were removed 
using Trim Galore! v0.3.1 (Krueger et al., 2015). RNA-seq samples were prepared using the 
whole ant and as such, reads were mapped separately to the WolAcro1 Wolbachia genome as 
well as the host A. echinatior ant genome (GenBank ID: 279248). The annotated genomes were 
indexed, and reads were subsequently mapped with Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA). The 
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resulting BAM files were sorted with Cufflinks (v2.2.1; Trapnell et al; 2012) and read counts for 
each gene were generated with HTSeq (v0.6.1p2; Anders et al., 2015). HTSeq count tables were 
used as input for DESeq2 (v1.20.0; Anders and Huber, 2010) to identify differentially expressed 
genes (p<0.05) between host developmental stages in both the bacteria and ant.    
 
Weighted gene co-expression network construction and module identification   
Weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) was conducted with the R 
package, WGCNA (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008), using rlog normalized expression data from 
all twelve RNA-seq samples mapped to the Wolbachia genome as input. Weighted gene 
clustering requires the use of a soft thresholding power, β, which preserves the continuous nature 
of the underlying correlation information. In WGCNA, genes are assigned to networks using an 
adjacency matrix, calculated by raising the similarity score of gene co-expression across samples 
to the power of β, to quantify how strongly genes are connected to one another. We selected our 
β power using the biologically motivated criterion of approximate scale-free topology (see Zhang 
and Horvath, 2005). Genes were assigned to networks, defined by gene co-expression similarity 
across samples and by how strongly genes are connected to one another, using a soft 
thresholding power of β = 8 to ensure a scale-free network (scale free R2 = 0.85; Figure S1 B-C). 
We selected the power β = 8 because it is the lowest power for which the scale-free topology fit 
curve flattens out upon reaching a high scale independence (approximately R2 = 0.90). There is a 
trade-off between maximizing how well a network satisfies a scale-free topology model fit 
(quantified by R2) and maintaining a high mean number of connections. Node connectivity or 
centrality is a key concept of network analysis and is highest for nodes overlapping with the 
greatest number of other nodes. 
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Gene expression similarity is determined using a pair-wise weighted correlation metric, 
and clustered according to a topological overlap metric into modules. Networks of genes were 
clustered using a topological overlap measure (TOM) of normalized expression data, to 
determine network interconnectedness or proximity. This proximity was used as input for 
average linkage hierarchical clustering to group interconnected genes with high correlation based 
on their expression patterns into modules. Module co-expression similarity is quantified by 
calculating and clustering each module’s eigengene, which are considered the best summary of 
the standardized module expression data. We employed a dynamic branch cutting approach (cut 
height = 0.3) to the resulting cluster tree to merge highly similar modules, which resulted in 
twelve remaining modules.  The significance of hub GO terms was calculated using the R 
package, topGO (Alexa and Rahnenfuhrer, 2018) and visualized with REVIGO (Supek et al., 
2011). The same WGCNA analysis was also conducted using RNA-seq reads mapped to the A. 
echinatior genome.  
 
Results   
General characteristics of the genome  
Given its intracellular life style and inability to be cultured in media, Wolbachia DNA 
was purified from the host sample using a combination of filtering techniques and multiple-
displacement amplification to obtain sufficient quantities of genomic material for sequencing. 
The assembled Wolbachia genome isolated from Acromyrmex echinatior (WolAcro1) is 
estimated to be 1.4 Mb in length with a 35.3% GC content and 1,231 predicted functional 
protein-coding genes. The wAdent Wolbachia genome isolated from Apterostigma dentigerum is 
estimated to be 1.2 Mb in length with a 34.5% GC content and 961 predicted functional protein-
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coding sequences. Illumina Miseq coupled with PacBio sequencing generated long reads with a 
700x depth of coverage to resolve complex repeat regions. We were unable to completely close 
the genomes resulting in 17 final scaffolds for WolAcro1 and 60 scaffolds for wAdent. This can 
likely be attributed to a high amount of recombination, sequence polymorphisms, and repetitive 
elements, as has been described in other Wolbachia genomes (Klasson et al. 2008; Newton et al., 
2016).  
 
Wolbachia Phylogenomics   
Phylogenetic relationships of 21 Wolbachia strains were investigated using single copy 
orthologs as previously described (Comandatore et al., 2013; Gerth et al., 2014; Table S1). As 
expected, the A, B, C, D, and F Wolbachia supergroups formed distinct branching clades with 
100% bootstrap support for all except supergroups C and F, which had 81% bootstrap support 
(Figure 1). Strain and supergroup placements are consistent with previously described 
phylogenies (Comandatore et al., 2013; Gerth et al., 2014; Lindsey et al., 2016).  Together, 
WolAcro1 and wAdent formed a separate sister clade to the supergroup A Wolbachia strains. 
These results did not change in any appreciable way when we used amino acid or nucleotide 
sequences and using Bayesian or maximum likelihood methods (Figures S2-S4). 
 
Genes under positive selection  
 Positive selection analyses were conducted using all single-copy orthologs from 
WolAcro1 and wAdent as well as 16 A and B Wolbachia supergroup strains. We classified these 
strains into five groups based on their phylogenetic relationships (Figure 1) and found distinct 
genes carrying signatures of positive selection among the following groups: (1) The two new ant-
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associated Wolbachia strains presented in this study; (2) Recently sequenced Nomada-associated 
Wolbachia strains (Gerth et al., 2016); (3) Wolbachia strains belonging to supergroup B; (4) The 
more distinctly placed supergroup A strains, wGlos and wUni; and (5) The remaining supergroup 
A Wolbachia strains. Several genes related to metabolism, recombination and virulence were 
shown to carry positive selection signatures in these groups. These included genes acting on the 
purine and terpenoid backbone biosynthesis pathway in supergroup A strains as well as 
virulence-related genes in supergroup B. Interestingly, we found two genes carrying signatures 
of positive selection in more than one group: the riboflavin synthase gene, ribE, in both fungus-
growing ant strains and mosquito-infecting supergroup B strains (Figure 2), and a transcriptional 
regulator common among several Wolbachia strains infecting Nomada species and other 
supergroup A members.  
 
Wolbachia qPCR results  
We chose to further examine the riboflavin production genes with qPCR because the 
riboflavin operon had shown signatures of positive selection for the for the Wolbachia strains 
infecting fungus-growing ants (Figure 2). Using WolAcro1 specific primers, each targeting one 
of the five genes of the riboflavin operon (Table S2), we measured the expression of the genes 
compared to the wsp expression in the same developmental stages we performed the 
transcriptome analysis plus males and reproductive females (gynes). The results showed there 
was generally increased expression of many of the genes in gynes and a reduced expression in 
males, however none of these contrasts were significant (p-value > 0.05; Figure S5).  
 
The Wolbachia transcriptome and age-dependent dynamically expressed genes  
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To study the nature of Wolbachia’s symbiosis with A. echinatior and the role that 
Wolbachia may play during the ant’s development, we analyzed differentially expressed 
Wolbachia genes at each ant developmental stage. Over 400 million RNA-seq reads were 
generated in total with an average of 30,864,393 reads per sample. Approximately 12.5% of 
reads from each sample mapped to the WolAcro1 genome and the three biological replicates per 
developmental stage cluster well together (Figure S6). The most highly expressed gene across all 
life stages was aspB, an aspartate aminotransferase.   
We found 10.3% of genes (127/1231) to be differentially expressed with an adjusted p-
value of <0.05 between at least one of the four replicated conditions (larvae, white pupae, brown 
pupae, workers). Differentially expressed genes generally fall into one of two categories. The 
first category (Group 1) is a subset of genes (45.7%; 58/127 genes) that are upregulated in the 
earlier developmental stages (larvae and white pupae; genes marked with a circle in Figure 3). 
Eight genes from Group 1 were annotated to the KEGG metabolism pathway (purL, purE, and 
ndk, purine metabolism; ftsl, peptidoglycan biosynthesis; araM, glycerophospholipid 
metabolism; fabD, fatty acid biosynthesis; ppsR; carboxypeptidase Taq) and three ABC 
transporters (znuA, pstA, and ABCB-BAC). The purL gene, responsible for the conversion of 5-
phosphoribosyl N-formylglycinamide (FGAR) to 5-phosphoribosyl N-formylglycinamidine 
(FGAM) in the purine biosynthesis pathway, was among the top 5% of most highly expressed 
genes in larvae and white pupae. Additionally, three out of 26 total Ankyrin repeat domain 
(ANK) genes found in the WolAcro1 genome were upregulated in the younger developmental 
stages.   
The second category of differentially expressed genes (Group 2) are those upregulated in 
later developmental stages (brown pupae and workers; 54.3%; 69/127 genes; genes marked with 
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a shaded triangle in Figure 3). Eighteen of these genes annotated with the KEGG database are 
involved in genetic information processing (rplA, rplB, rplQ, RP-L13, fusA, SCO2, argS, rpoBC 
rpsD, rpsO, trmD, hscA, rspF, dnaE1, secY, groEL, rho, DPO3D1). These include the chaperone 
gene, groEL, which was the fifteenth most highly expressed gene in brown pupae according to 
rlog normalized counts and plays an essential role in oxidative stress response (Susin et al., 
2006). Thirteen genes from Group 2 were identified by the KEGG database as involved in 
metabolism (dapE, lysine biosynthesis; ubiD, ubiquinone biosynthesis; coxA, nuoF, and atpB, 
oxidative phosphorylation; pqqL, zinc protease; ispDF and dxr, terpenoid backbone biosynthesis; 
glyA, glyoxylate metabolism; plsY, glycerophospholipid metabolism; hflK, aminoglycoside 
resistance; glmU, amino sugar metabolism; E2.7.7.49). Finally, three genes in Group 2 were 
identified as ANK genes however they were always more highly expressed in the brown pupa 
stages relative to the worker stage. The largest number of differentially expressed Wolbachia 
genes was in the contrast between larva and brown pupa (96 genes) and the smallest between 
brown pupa and workers (13 genes; Table 1). Gene ontology (GO) analysis of the 96 
differentially expressed genes between larva and brown pupa reveal the genes upregulated in the 
brown pupa stage are mostly involved in ion transmembrane transporter activity, oxidoreductase 
activity (acting on a heme group of donors), GTP binding, iron-sulfur cluster binding, and the 
structural constituent of ribosome (Figure 8).   
 
Wolbachia weighted gene co-expression network construction and identification of hub genes in 
the brown module 
WGCNA is a useful data mining technique for describing the correlation patterns among 
genes in biological networks across genomic samples. This analysis identified 12 groups of 
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interconnected, highly co-expressed networks of Wolbachia genes referred to here as modules. 
The brown module exhibited the highest gene significance and correlation amongst 
developmental stages with genes from this module negatively correlated with the larva and white 
pupa stages and positively correlated with the brown pupa and worker stages (p-value = 6e-4, R2 
= 0.84; Figure 5 B-C). Intramodular hub genes are genes with the highest connectivity in their 
modules and are thus likely to play important roles in the module’s respective biological 
processes. We identified 51 hub genes in the brown module with an absolute value Pearson’s 
correlation of module membership > 0.8 and absolute value of trait significance > 0.2 (Figure 5 
C). Of these, 37 hub genes were positively correlated with expression in the older life stages and 
14 hub genes were negatively correlated. Amongst the positively correlated hub genes, iron ion 
binding and single-stranded DNA binding were tied as the two most significantly enriched GO 
terms (Figure 6). Some notable genes within the positively correlated brown module included the 
CI-inducing gene, cifA and bfr (similar to the eukaryotic gene, ferritin, involved in iron uptake) 
while the negatively correlated genes contained several purine metabolism genes including purC, 
purE, and purL.   
 
Analysis of cytoplasmic incompatibility-inducing Wolbachia genes   
Co-expression of the genes, cifA and cifB, enables CI-like embryonic lethality 
(Beckmann et al., 2017; LePage et al., 2017). Similar to the CI-inducing strain, wMel (Lindsey et 
al., 2018), the cifA gene was expressed at much higher levels than the cifB gene in WolAcro1 
(approximately 3.5-fold greater based on rlog transformed values). In concordance with Lindsey 
et al. (2018), the cifA gene had relatively higher expression during late developmental stages 
(brown pupae and workers) while the cifB gene had the highest average expression in larva, 
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however differences in expression were marginal. WGCNA clustering results show the 
WolAcro1 cifA gene is positively correlated with genes in the brown module, which had the 
greatest significance amongst module relationships with older vs. younger developmental stages 
(Figure 5 B). Genes in the brown module sharing similar expression patterns across samples 
were mostly involved in iron ion binding and single-stranded DNA binding (Figure 6). The 
WolAcro1 cifA expression profile across samples was most highly correlated with the DNA 
gyrase gene, gyrB, while the cifB gene shared the most similar expression profile with the 
regulatory protein, repA. WGCNA analysis clustered the cifB gene with the green module which 
only had a marginally significant negative trait relationship with the white pupae stage (p-value = 
0.05; Figure 5 B). GO annotation clustering revealed genes in the green module are most highly 
involved in nucleoside metabolism, stress response, phosphotransferase activity, and double-
stranded RNA binding. Comparisons with cifA and cifB homologs in other Wolbachia strains 
reveal the cif genes in WolAcro1 and wAdent are similar to those in several CI-inducing strains 
including wHa and wAlbB (Table 2).   
 
Differentially expressed A. echinatior genes across developmental stages  
On average, 70% of reads from each sample mapped to the A. echinatior genome. A total 
of 5,782/ 12,367 unique genes were differentially expressed at an adjusted p-value < 0.05 across 
at least one pair-wise developmental stage comparison. The comparison between white pupa and 
workers produced the largest number of differentially expressed genes while the comparison 
between larva and white pupa produced the lowest (Table 1). By grouping the two younger 
(larva and white pupa) and two older (brown pupa and workers) stages together we narrowed 
down our list to 1,190 differentially expressed genes (adjusted p-value < 0.05, log fold change > 
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2). GO analysis reveals genes upregulated in older stages are largely involved in iron 
homeostasis related pathways such as heme binding, iron ion binding, and oxidoreductase 
activity (Figure 4).   
 
A. echinatior weighted gene co-expression network construction and module identification   
We explored the patterns of A. echinatior gene expression following the same methods as 
described for Wolbachia WGCNA. The turquoise module exhibited the greatest gene 
significance and correlation when comparing younger and older stages (p-value = 0.0005; Figure 
S7). Genes in this module were positively correlated with brown pupae and workers and were 
negatively correlated with larvae and white pupae. The significance of hub GO terms was 
calculated using topGO and gene ontology enrichments were clustered using DAVID with 
default settings (Huang et al., 2009). Positively correlated genes in this module were associated 
with heme, iron, oxidoreductase activity, and transmembrane transport (Figure S8).  
 
 
Discussion   
Wolbachia is ubiquitous across all A. echinatior samples, abundantly present in both 
reproductive and non-reproductive tissues (Andersen et al., 2012; Sapountzis et al., 2015). 
However, the nature of this symbiosis has remained elusive until now. Using whole genome 
sequencing and RNA-seq gene expression assays, we are beginning to elucidate the mechanisms 
of Wolbachia’s symbiotic interactions with leaf-cutter ant hosts.  We present two draft 
Wolbachia genomes and provide insights into their phylogenetic relationship with previously 
sequenced strains from supergroups A and B. Transcriptional profiling suggests there are stage-
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specific requirements from Wolbachia over the course of female A. echinatior ant development. 
Pair-wise comparisons of differentially expressed Wolbachia genes across ant developmental 
stages revealed genes predicted to be involved in stress response and host-microbe interactions 
and generally fell into the functional categories of lipid metabolism, membrane transport, DNA 
replication, energy production, and nucleotide metabolism.   
 
Genomic comparisons of WolAcro1 and wAdent to previously sequenced Wolbachia  
 Phylogenetic analyses suggest WolAcro1 and wAdent form a sister clade to the 
supergroup A strains. This is consistent with previous studies using PCR methods, which also 
found the majority of ant-associated Wolbachia strains belonged to supergroup A (Frost et al., 
2010; Werren and Windsor, 2000). Supergroups A and B differ from other supergroups because 
of their ability to adapt to new hosts and exhibit a huge diversity of symbiotic interactions 
ranging from parasitism to facultative and proximate mutualism (Gerth et al., 2014).  
Positive selection analysis across 18 supergroup A and B Wolbachia strains identified 
positive selection acting on different classes of genes, potentially reflecting their adaptation to 
different host niches. However, the ribE riboflavin synthase gene was found to have signatures 
of positive selection in both the leaf-cutter ant-associated Wolbachia as well as mosquito-
associated Wolbachia strains. Wolbachia has been shown to provision riboflavin in hosts with 
specialized diets (e.g. the wCle strain associated with the bedbug, Cimex lectularius; Moriyama 
et al., 2015) however has not been documented in mosquito-infecting Wolbachia strains. Leaf-
cutter ants have a specialized diet consisting solely of fungal gongylidia. As such, we explored 
the likelihood that the riboflavin pathway is important for Wolbachia maintenance in ants 
(similar to Fallon et al., 2014) or that WolAcro1 supplements host riboflavin acquisition during 
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development by measuring the expression differences across all riboflavin synthase genes using 
RNA-seq data as well as targeted qPCR assays. Surprisingly, we found no significant difference 
in expression levels across developmental stages amongst any of the riboflavin genes (Figure S5; 
Figure 7). As discussed in previous positive selection analyses, the strength of positive selection 
forces acting on genes may not necessarily correlate with their expression patterns and in fact, 
genes with reduced expression may be in a evolutionarily flexible state where they are more 
likely to come under positive selection (Drummond et al., 2005; Kosiol et al., 2008; Larracuente 
et al., 2008).  Thus, low ribE expression does not negate the finding that this gene carries 
signatures of evolution under positive selection and the symbiotic relevance of riboflavin 
biosynthesis genes in supergroup A and B strains deserves future exploration.  
 
Cytoplasmic incompatibility-inducing Wolbachia genes are expressed in A. echinatior  
The most common parasitic Wolbachia phenotype is cytoplasmic incompatibility (CI), 
where eggs from Wolbachia-uninfected females fertilized by infected males fail to develop (Yen 
and Barr, 1971). Although CI and male-killing are theoretically feasible reproductive 
consequences of Wolbachia infection in ants, neither phenomena is evident in social 
Hymenoptera (Bouwma and Shoemaker, 2011; Keller et al., 2001; Russell, 2012; Wenseleers et 
al., 2002), apart from Wolbachia-infected pharaoh ant colonies exhibiting a modest increase in 
their female sex ratio (Pontieri et al., 2017). Interestingly, both cifA and cifB genes are present in 
the WolAcro1 and wAdent genomes and expressed across all A. echinatior developmental stages 
(Figure 7) with similar expression profiles to other CI-inducing strains (Lindsey et al., 2018). 
These results appear to support the notion that WolAcro1 is a CI-inducing strain however more 
studies will be needed to clarify the role of these genes in ants.  
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Wolbachia genes involved in iron homeostasis are highly co-expressed and upregulated in 
brown pupa  
Iron is a fundamental part of both macro- and microorganism pathways including heme 
and ATP biosynthesis, apoptosis, aging, and recycling of intracellular resources (Gill et al., 2014; 
Schaible and Kaufmann, 2004). Thus, limiting bacterial access to iron can decrease infectivity. 
Iron is an essential micronutrient however an excess of iron in the cell is harmful. Briefly, iron 
ABC transporters move iron from the outer membrane into the bacterial cytosol where it is used 
to produce iron-sulfur clusters and heme, including NADH dehydrogenase I and cytochrome C 
oxidase. Electron leakage reacts with iron via the Fenton reaction to produce highly reactive 
hydroxyl radicals that signal an immune response and apoptosis. Cells have various mechanisms 
of mitigating the accumulation of hydroxyl radicals and Wolbachia appears to be one of these 
contributing forces (Brownlie et al., 2009; Gill et al., 2014; Kremer et al., 2009). Although 
Acromyrmex has an intact heme pathway, this would not preclude additional provision by 
Wolbachia especially during times of high oxidative stress such as molting where Wolbachia 
may supplement host supplies or aid in iron homeostasis (Brownlie et al., 2007; Gill et al., 2014).  
Genes involved in iron-dependent activity, including ion transmembrane transport, heme 
and ATP binding, and iron sulfur cluster formation – co-factors required for ATP production – 
are significantly upregulated in brown pupa (Figure 8). Thus, Wolbachia appears to play an 
important role in regulating the abundance of iron in the cell, especially prior to the ant’s final 
molt before adulthood. Further supporting this hypothesis, the most significant positive 
correlations with gene expression in the brown pupa stage were involved in iron-regulating 
pathways such as oxidative phosphorylation and heme biosynthesis (Table S3).  Wolbachia ATP 
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production for its host likely generates damaging reactive oxygen species thereby exacerbating 
the cell’s oxidative stress. However, genes that combat oxidative stress are also differentially 
expressed in the brown pupa stage, including chaperone proteins, groEL and hscA. High groEL 
expression has been suggested to be an important adaptation for the intracellular lifestyle of 
Wolbachia as it may act as a buffer mechanism against the accumulation of mildly deleterious 
mutations in endosymbionts and can protect and maintain appropriate functional protein folding 
during oxidative stress (Fares et al., 2002; Gutzwiller et al., 2015; Melkani et al., 2004; Moran, 
1996). Additionally, the hscA chaperone repairs iron-sulfur clusters damaged by oxidants to 
mitigate continued release of surplus iron (Djaman et al., 2004). Thus, Wolbachia’s ability to 
metabolize iron while responding to oxidative stress may be an important component of its 
symbiotic relationship with A. echinatior.  
 
Up-regulated Wolbachia genes in younger developmental stages are enriched for nucleotide 
metabolism  
Many endosymbionts, including members of the closely related Rickettsia genus, have 
lost the pathways for de novo purine and pyrimidine biosynthesis and scavenge nucleotides from 
the host with ATP and ADP translocases (Brownlie et al., 2007; Grote et al., 2017). Wolbachia 
however encodes complete purine and pyrimidine biosynthetic pathways while lacking the 
ATP/ADP nucleotide translocases used by other endosymbionts. Although A. echinatior is not 
dependent on Wolbachia for nucleotide provisioning, these observations suggest Wolbachia 
metabolize nucleotides not only for internal consumption but also to supplement hosts during 
developmental stages where the demand for rapid replication and cellular division is particularly 
high (Foster et al., 2005; Grote et al., 2017). Several genes involved in purine metabolism (purL, 
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purE, and ndk) are differentially expressed with significantly higher expression in the younger 
life stages (larva and white pupa) relative to the older life stages (brown pupa and workers; 
Figure 3). Wolbachia rapidly divides during the larval and initial pupal phases requiring 
amplified expression of replication machinery to increase cell division rates during these early 
developmental stages.  
 
Expression of Ankyrin repeat domain genes previously implicated in host-microbe interaction  
Ankyrin repeat domain (ANK) genes are common in eukaryotic and viral life domains 
yet generally rare in bacteria (Al-Khodor et al., 2010; Siozios et al., 2013). ANK genes are 
established type IV secretion system (T4SS) effectors that mediate protein-protein interactions 
and are known to be involved in an abundance of cell processes including transcriptional 
regulation, development, signal transduction, sex differentiation, and intracellular trafficking 
(Sedgwick and Smerdon, 1999). These genes are suggested to play a critical role in the 
molecular mechanisms that determine Wolbachia-host symbiotic interactions and may even play 
a role in lateral gene transfer events (Dunning Hotopp et al., 2007; Gutzwiller et al., 2015; 
Iturbe-Ormaetxe et al., 2005; Pan et al., 2008; Sinha et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2004). Of the 26 
ANK genes identified in the WolAcro1 Wolbachia genome, six were differentially expressed, 
with notable upregulation observed in the larvae, white pupae, or brown pupae stages. Similar 
expression results across host developmental stages were also observed in the wMel Wolbachia 
strain infecting D. melanogaster (Gutzwiller et al., 2015). Future research focusing on the larvae 
and pupae stages is merited to study how Wolbachia manipulates host biology to maintain 
persistent infections.   
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Conclusion   
This study provides first insight into the complex relationship between Wolbachia and the 
leaf-cutting ant, A. echinatior, a social insect symbiosis that is unexplored yet frequently 
occurring in nature. The availability of the first ant-derived Wolbachia genomes, WolAcro1 and 
wAdent, will enable further molecular and genetic analyses providing insights into the 
phylogenetic relationships of Wolbachia supergroups. Rather than rely on a single process or 
pathway, this symbiosis likely relies on a symphony of complex interactions that fluctuate over 
the development of the host. We identified 127 Wolbachia WolAcro1 genes exhibiting robust 
stage-specific differential expression which may serve as candidates for deepening our 
understanding, and potentially manipulating, the genetic basis of how Wolbachia interacts with 
these eusocial arthropod hosts. Future studies can leverage results from this study to functionally 
validate the proposed roles Wolbachia has in its ant host by, for example, using CRISPR/Cas9 
site-specific gene editing systems or RNAi gene silencing experiments. These genome and 
transcriptome analyses provide a baseline for future research of Wolbachia-host dynamics that 
may promote practical applications such as Wolbachia-based pest and disease control.   
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Figures and Tables  
 
 
Figure 1: Bayesian phylogeny of 21 Wolbachia strains. Bootstrap confidence values from 10,000 
replicates are shown as percentages at each node. The scale bar indicates inferred evolutionary 
changes. Supergroups are shown in colored boxes and labeled in the center right of each box. 
Blue circles identify closely related strains.  
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Figure 2: Positive selection analysis and phylogenetic relationship of closely related supergroup 
A and B Wolbachia strains. Genes with signatures of evolution under positive selection are listed 
to the right of circled closely related strains.   
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Figure 3: Differentially expressed Wolbachia genes with an adjusted p-value <0.05 for at least 
one life stage comparison based on normalized r log transformed values. Expression values were 
scaled prior to clustering using a Z-score calculation (red indicating above average expression 
and yellow indicating below average expression). To the right of the heat map, genes with a 
higher expression in the earlier life stages (larvae and white pupae) are marked with an open 
circle while genes more highly expressed in the later life stages (brown pupae and workers) are 
indicated by a shaded triangle. The right middle column lists the WolAcro1 gene name used in 
this study followed by the KEGG gene annotation in the rightmost column.   
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Figure 4: Clustering of DAVID gene ontology enrichments for differentially expressed A. 
echinatior genes across younger vs. older developmental groups (adjusted p-value <0.001, 
absolute log fold change > 4). A. echinatior genes are listed on the left using Entrez Gene IDs. 
Each green square in the main plot indicates a gene ontology term associated with the gene in 
that respective row. To the right of the figure is a magenta heatmap showing the significance 
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score of differentially expressed genes and whether they are upregulated in the younger (blue) or 
the older (yellow) developmental stages. Below is a brown heatmap showing the significance of 
each GO term, indicating the relative number of genes that identified with that GO term.   
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Figure 5: Wolbachia WGCNA results using the rlog normalized gene expression data from 
twelve RNA-seq samples (3 larvae, 3 white pupae, 3 brown pupae, and 3 workers from A. 
echinatior colonies) mapped to the Wolbachia genome. (A) Dendrogram of all Wolbachia genes 
clustered on a dissimilarity measure (1-TOM) of normalized expression data. Each vertical line 
represents a gene and densely clustered branches of the tree reveal interconnected, highly co-
expressed networks of genes belonging to the modules shown below. Genes are assigned to 
colored modules shown on the bottom; genes that are unassigned to a module are shown as gray. 
“Dynamic Tree Cut” displays the original module assignments and “Merged Dynamic” shows 
the module assignments after merging those with highly similar expression profiles 
corresponding to a 70% correlation between module eigengenes. (B) Module-trait association 
based on the summary profile of each module (eigengenes) to identify modules that are 
significantly associated with the sample traits. Each row corresponds to a module while each 
column corresponds to a trait. Each cell contains the test statistic value and its corresponding p-
value. The table includes a heatmap representing module eigengene correlation according to the 
color legend on the right.  (C) Scatterplot of the associations of individual genes in the brown 
module with our trait of interest, “older”. Gene significance (GS) is shown on the y-axis 
representing the absolute value of the correlation between the gene and the older trait, while the 
x-axis shows module membership (MM) defined as the correlation between the module 
eigengene and the gene expression profile. Genes in the brown module with a GS > 0.2 
(horizontal red line) and MM > 0.8 (vertical red line) reveal hub genes (highly interconnected 
genes) that are highly significant to the older trait.   
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Figure 6: Revigo treemap of statistically significant GO terms (adjusted p-value < 0.05) 
associated with positively correlated Wolbachia hub genes in the brown WGCNA module. 
WGCNA results reveal Wolbachia genes in the brown module are positively correlated with the 
two older developmental stages, brown pupa and workers (p-value = 0.0006, r2 = 0.84). Each 
rectangle contains a GO cluster representative and the size of the rectangle reflects the p-value of 
the GO term.   
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Figure 7: Heatmap of Wolbachia gene expression for pathways of interest. Expression is plotted 
using rlog transformed normalized gene expression values (DESeq2, v1.20.0) across A. 
echinatior developmental stages (from youngest to oldest: larva, white pupa, brown pupa, 
workers). Pathways of interest include heme, riboflavin, and isoprenoid biosynthesis, ABC 
transporters for iron, heme, biotin, zinc, phospholipid, phosphate, and lipoprotein, as well as 
three genes referenced in the discussion section, bacterioferritin, and the two CI-inducing genes, 
cifA and cifB.    
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Figure 8: Revigo treemap of statistically significant (adjusted p-value < 0.05) differentially 
expressed Wolbachia genes upregulated in brown pupa samples relative to larvae. This 
comparison had the largest number of differentially expressed genes of any pairwise comparison 
across developmental stages. Each rectangle contains a GO cluster representative and the size of 
the rectangle reflects the p-value of the GO term.   
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Table 1: Differential gene expression results across each pair-wise developmental stage 
comparison. Results from RNA-seq reads mapped to the Wolbachia genome are shown above 
results from reads mapped to the A. echinatior genome. Upregulated genes have a higher 
expression in the first stage listed in the comparison (the younger stage) while downregulated 
genes are more highly expressed in the second stage listed (the older stage). Percentages in 
parentheses show the percent of total Wolbachia (1,231) and total A. echinatior (12,367) genes 
that are differentially expressed in each comparison.  
 
 
Larva - W. 
Pupa 
Larva - B. 
Pupa
Larva -
Workers
W. Pupa - B. 
Pupa 
W. Pupa -
Workers
B. Pupa -
Workers 
Total DE Wolbachia 3 (0.2%) 91 (7.4%) 36 (2.9%) 35 (2.8%) 15 (1.2%) 13 (1.1%)
Wolbachia Up 1 39 14 23 7 8
Wolbachia Down 2 52 22 12 8 5
Total DE A. echinatior 295 (2.4%) 2348 (19%) 3855 (31.2%) 2646 (21.4%) 3998 (32.3%) 2087 (16.9%)
A. echinatior Up 157 968 1490 1198 1632 853
A. echinatior Down 138 1380 2365 1448 2366 1234
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Table 2: Wolbachia CI genes in leaf cutter ants. Distance matrices show the more similar genes 
to the cifA and cifB genes in darker red. Each box shows percent similarity between CI genes 
from strains listed across the top row and the leftmost column. Strain abbreviations are listed first 
 67 
in bold followed by the gene ID. Full strain names and genome accession numbers can be found 
in Table S1. A. echinatior (WolAcro1) and A. dentigerum (wAdent) CI genes are outlined in 
bold.  
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Figure S1: Wolbachia WGCNA results using the rlog normalized gene expression data from 
twelve RNA-seq samples (3 larvae, 3 white pupae, 3 brown pupae, and 3 worker samples from 
A. echinatior colonies) mapped to the Wolbachia genome. (A) Clustering dendrogram of samples 
based on their Euclidean distance with trait heatmap below. This plot is used to detect sample 
outliers and visualize how the sample traits relate to the sample dendrogram. The trait “stage” 
refers to the developmental classification of each RNA-seq sample (larva, white pupa, brown 
pupa, workers) with color intensity increasing with sample age. In the “older” trait classification, 
the developmental stages are made binary with the two younger developmental stages, larva and 
white pupa (shown as white), forming one group and the two older stages, brown pupa and 
workers (red), composing the second group.  The trait, “colony” refers to the three ant nests from 
which the samples were collected. In contrast to the Euclidean distance method for clustering 
samples in (A), weighted gene clustering requires the use of a soft thresholding power, β. (B) 
Scale-free fit index analysis (y-axis) shown as a function of candidate soft-thresholding powers 
(x-axis). (C) Mean connectivity (degree, y-axis) as a function of various candidate soft-
thresholding powers (x-axis).  
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Figure S2: Bayesian phylogeny using the nucleotide sequences of 21 Wolbachia strains.  
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Figure S3: Maximum likelihood phylogeny using the nucleotide sequences of 21 Wolbachia 
strains.  
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Figure S4: Maximum likelihood phylogeny using the amino acid sequences of 21 Wolbachia 
strains.  
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Figure S5: Targeted qPCR results for Wolbachia riboflavin synthesis genes in A. echinatior 
hosts. Histograms A-E show the average ∆CT (change in cycle threshold) of riboflavin genes for 
alates (reproductive females), brown pupae, larvae, males, white pupae, and workers with 
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standard error bars. Histogram F shows the expression values for the Wolbachia outer surface 
protein, wsp, to which all riboflavin genes were normalized.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S6: Principle component analyses based on the rlog normalized gene expression values 
for RNA-Seq samples mapped to (A) the Wolbachia WolAcro1 genome and (B) the Acromyrmex 
echinatior host genome.   
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Figure S7: A. echinatior WGCNA results using the rlog normalized gene expression data from 
twelve RNA-seq samples (3 larvae, 3 white pupae, 3 brown pupae, and 3 worker samples from 
A. echinatior colonies) mapped to the A. echinatior genome. Module-trait association based on 
the summary profile of each module (eigengenes) to identify modules that are significantly 
associated with the sample traits. Each row corresponds to a module while each column 
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corresponds to a trait. Cells contain the test statistic value and its corresponding p-value. The 
table includes a heatmap representing module eigengene correlation according to the color 
legend on the right. 
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Figure S8: Clustering of DAVID gene ontology enrichments for statistically significant GO 
terms (adjusted p-value < 0.05) associated with A. echinatior hub genes in the turquoise 
WGCNA module. A. echinatior genes are listed on the right using Entrez Gene IDs. Each green 
square in the main plot indicates a gene ontology term associated with the gene in that respective 
row. To the right of the figure is a purple heatmap showing the significance score of 
differentially expressed genes and whether they are upregulated in the older (blue) or the 
younger (yellow) developmental stages. Below is a magenta heatmap showing the significance 
of each GO term, indicating the relative number of genes that identified with that GO term.   
 
 
 
 
Name Supergroup Host Accession Reference 
wUni A Muscidifurax uniraptor PRJNA33275 Klasson et al. (2009)
wGlos A Glossina morsitans PRJNA218057 Brelsfoard et al. (2014)
wMel A Drosophila melanogaster PRJNA272 Wu et al. (2004)
wMelpop A Drosophila melanogaster PRJNA196671 Woolfit et al. (2013)
wRi A Drosophila simulans PRJNA33273 Klasson et al. (2009)
wHa A Drosophila simulans PRJNA176303 Ellegaard et al. (2013)
wNferru A Nomada ferruginata PRJNA322628 Gerth and Bleidorn (2016)
wNeluco A Nomada leucophthalm PRJNA322628 Gerth and Bleidorn (2016)
wNpanzer A Nomada panzeri PRJNA322628 Gerth and Bleidorn (2016)
wNflava A Nomada flava PRJNA322628 Gerth and Bleidorn (2016)
wAlbB B Aedes albopictus PRJEA76855 Mavingui et al. (2012)
wNo B Drosophila simulans PRJNA176302 Ellegaard et al. (2013)
wTricho B Trichogramma pretiosum PRJNA168121 Lindsey et al. (2016)
wVitB B Nasonia vitripennis PRJNA61407 Kent et al. (2011a)
wPel B Culex quinquefasciatus PRJNA30313 Klasson et al. (2008)
wJhb B Culex quinquefasciatus PRJNA32209 Salzberg et al. (2009)
wBm D Brugia malayi PRJNA58107 Foster et al. (2005) 
wCimex F Cimex lectularius PRJDB748 Nikoh et al. (2014)
wOncho C Onchocerca ochengi PRJEA171829 Darby et al. (2012) 
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Table S1: Wolbachia strain name, supergroup affiliation, NCBI Bioproject accession number, 
and reference for all genomes analyzed in this study.   
 
 
 
 
 
Table S2: RT-PCR primers used for targeted riboflavin gene expression analyses.   
Gene Primer ID Sequence (5' - 3') 
ribA
ribA_Forward CCATACGCGTTAGTGGCTGA
ribA_Reverse TGAATGACGTGTCCAGTGCA
ribB
ribB_Forward ATGGTGGGGTTTTAGCACGT
ribB_Reverse TCACACCCTACAGCTGCATG
ribD
ribD_Forward GACGTCCGCATGCAGAGATA
ribD_Reverse TGATTTTCGCAGTGCAAGGC
ribE
ribE_Forward TCGATGGCCACCTAGTTCAG
ribE_Reverse CCCATTTAGTGTAACGGAGCCT
ribF
ribF_Forward AGAGAGTATGTACAAAGGGGCG
ribF_Reverse TCTACCTCTACACGCACCCT
wsp
wsp_Forward GGTGCARCGTATATTAGCACTCC
wsp_Reverse GAACCGAAATAACGAGCTCCAG
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Table S3: WGCNA analysis of Wolbachia genes in the brown module. Gene IDs are listed first 
followed by their MAKER annotation, gene ontology annotations, KEGG identifiers, and gene 
significance and p-value associated with the “older” sample trait (larva and white pupa compared 
to brown pupa and workers).    
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